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Troy

You can't visit "That. Was. EPIC!!!!: when quotidian becomes lore" at Collar Works and

not feel as disjointed as the title. It's all very curious stuff: a crude bag made of blue

plastic tarp that inflates and deflates, an ambient sound piece made of parking cones

and carpet padding (among many other trashy things), a video of a man smashing his

face into birthday cakes, and a sculpture made of stacked firewood.

Are you ready for this? Hopefully not, because it is the jarring proposition of the curator,

Sanford Mirling, that good art comes from ordinary things in preposterous and
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Not exactly what we were expecting
Collar Works show features work of artists bent on repurposing the small things
in life
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Dylan Redford, I Hate My Birthday, video (Photo by William Jaeger)
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unanticipated ways.

Take that birthday cake video, "i hate my birthday." Video provocateur Dylan Redford

makes no pretense of elegance — the setting is a small room, the video quality is low-

budget wide-angle (a GoPro?), shot from a couple points of view. Some head-banging

music is turned on and the artist smashes his face into several birthday cakes on a

table, over and over, with violence. He's sweaty and tired after four minutes.

Turn your head and see the projected video by David Carpenter, "Raise the Bar," which

shows a young man balancing on a steel bar that is partially supported by concrete

blocks. He makes miserable, ineffectual attempts to move the bar higher, all while

teetering on it. On the floor in the gallery sits the bar and some blocks, as if inviting you

to try it yourself. (I did not.)

Other works less centered on performance still depend on crude materials. Georgia

Wohnsen's hilarious 3-by-6-foot triangular slice of cake of split firewood is a take on

Marie Antoinette's misguided (and mythical) rant, "Let Them Eat Cake." And it directly

points to the stated theme of the show — ''when quotidian becomes lore.'' The small

things in life that are so ordinary are the very things that sometimes trigger something

else of significance.

The three more conventionally sculptural pieces by Dane Winkler take ordinary

materials — straw, a blue tarp, dirt and reclaimed wood — to make forceful objects that

have a feeling of life within them. His ''Azimuth'' is a rather refined cone-like object

made of old wood and steel, tipped on its side. A large ring of neatly arranged dirt

circles into this, as if it has been perfectly spilled from within.

Each of Winkler's works are beautifully made, and they are the exceptions here. Their

intrinsic absurdity ties in well with the larger theme, however, and the more you grasp

the whole of the show the more you can see how five of the six artists are practicing a

new kind of Dada or Fluxus art. The emphasis on nonsense, or on aesthetic rebellion, is

what holds the works up, even the ones that might at first just seem like "bad art."

The awkwardly assembled mixed-media work by Cody Arnall, for example, is such a

deliberately clumsy conglomeration of unexpected everyday materials, it's off-putting.Privacy Settings
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More Information

If you go

"That. Was. EPIC!!!!: when quotidian

becomes lore"

Where: Collar Works Gallery, 621 River
St., Troy

When: Through Oct 14

Hours: Thursday and Friday noon-6
p.m., Saturday noon-4p.m.

Admission: Free

Info: 518-285-0765;
http://collarworks.org/current/

But when you hear the sounds of seagulls coming from the cheerleader's megaphone

in the center of it, and you picture the highway implied by the orange cones (and the

long title), you feel the logic of the contrasting elements.

A sixth artist, Tehniyet Masood, is out of place here. Her eight-minute video is all about

the romanticizing beauty of life, with quiet guitar music as well as spoken and written

poetic thoughts. It doesn't view well in the lights of the gallery, but online you can

appreciate its formal elegance. Next to the video, the wall is covered with dozens of

small, precious objects made or collected by the artist, and though these may apply to

the idea of the mundane becoming special, the delicate beauty is at odds with the rest

of the show, which prefers, luckily, to rankle and pique.

Those other five artists, along with the curator, are having a lot of fun here. The works

sometimes become laborious or unfinished, but the raw results can set you on edge

and prompt some hard questions about contemporary art. Which shows at Collar

Works so often do so well.

William Jaeger is a frequent contributor to the Times Union.
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It's like a parlor game. Take 20 area artists, put their names in a hat, and have

each get one of the other artists assigned to them. Gestate for a year, time for

each to make an artwork in response to their temporary muse. So artist A uncovers an

affinity with artist C, and artist B does an inverted mime of artist F, who in turn is

inspired by artist D, who does a riff off of artist H.

What you get is "Howdy Doody," the deliberately interwoven kickoff exhibition for the

brand new Collar Works gallery space in Troy. With its concrete floors, floating white

square walls, and glowing halogen lights, the gallery is a hybrid between its old

https://www.timesunion.com/tuplus-features/article/Collar-City-Works-delivers-solid-show-based-on-
6707581.php

Collar City Works delivers solid show based on joint
artistic dialogues
Collar Works delivers solid opening show based on pairings of local artists
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"LARGE_Utica Cub_by Colin Boyd_Installation view.jpg" Installation view with Utica Cub by Colin C. Boyd,

Hungrybot by Nathan Meltz, and "If I knew it was gonna be that kind of a party" by Sanford Mirling / ... more
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industrial roots down River Street and high-end Chelsea chic. The show is elevated in

part because of the space that holds it, and the work, all freshly made, rises to the

occasion. It doesn't get any better than this.

"Howdy Doody" is funny, revelatory, inventive, and bracing. It makes no excuse for all

the necessary back-patting and back-scratching. From vivid pink sexualized sculpture

to a finely gridded work on paper, from video projections to a large site-specific mural,

from a minimalist painted carpet runner to a bear/canoe paddling around on his back,

the show boasts and bellows: Collar Works is back. It has a big new permanent space,

and it has the support of our best artists.

At the far end, Fernando Orellana's white neon capital letters ask: "What are stripes?"

It seems to be a conceptual joke, obscure until you learn that his assigned muse was

Jenny Kemp, known for her paintings made of repeating lines. Michael Oatman's

punny piece, "Roll Model," referring to Abraham Ferraro's obsessive use of postal

materials, is a fat roll of stickers emblazoned with Ferraro's name and image. Danny

Goodwin's conceptually grounded inkjet print titled (in part), "This is Not a Photograph

of Nothing," drawing from Leah Rico's earlier works incorporating a "Baconian bilateral

code," embeds his title into a checkerboard whole.

To say the work in the show is all over the place is a compliment. It soars and dives

and turns on a dime. Some of it is inwardly focused homage, some makes you think

about what is art, and some, like Sanford Mirling's large hot pink balls pushing a broom

(an "interpretation" of the work of Sharon Bates), is an unrestrained guffaw. Ferraro's

own ''She Was Electric'' draws directly from Mirling's work by creating a 4-foot-tall

vagina on the wall out of pink extension cords, with white rope lights pouring out of it

onto the floor. Both of these succeed as sculpture, as humor and as commentary about

their assigned artists.

In one of the most involved and funniest pieces, "DOGGONE: Canis Domesticus,"

Sharon Bates plays with her own found-object history by starting with the

archaeologically inspired "phenomenological history" art of Colin Boyd. A patch of

artificial grass has been excavated, revealing buried dog biscuits that form the outline

of a dog. It looks like hole 19 at a miniature golf course.
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More Information

If you go

"Howdy Doody"

Where: Collar Works, 621 River St.,
Troy

When: Through Jan. 30, open every
Saturday from noon-3 p.m.

Admission: Free

Info: www.collarworks.org

In an introduction to the catalog of artist statements, guest curator Leona Christie

says the show "is animated by a form of ventriloquism." Her core idea, linking artists

through what she calls "a process of guided randomness," grew from more casual

beginnings into a clever, creative act of its own. If you want, you can cruise the show

and absorb the pieces on surface levels, as independent works. But reading the 20

statements (or Googling the artists) injects essential, embedded meanings, and it's

worth it. You can even zigzag through the show connecting one artist to the next to the

next, getting to nearly everyone in one thread.

The artists here are an extended family — our family. We do in fact have a working,

interlocked "community of artists," a defining building block for any true "art scene."

Meaning really great local art, worth seeing, supporting, buying and sharing. And

writing about. Starting right here.

Jaeger is a frequent contributor to the Times Union.

© 2018 Hearst Communications, Inc.
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COLONIE — Who knew Albany International Airport had a reputation as the

Guggenheim of America's airport arts scene?

Among those who commission paintings and sculptures for airport concourses,

Sharon Bates, director of the Albany airport's art and culture program, is considered a

trendsetter.

On Sunday, curators from two dozen U.S. airports, all of them larger than Albany, will

come to town for the 10th annual American Association of Airport Executives Arts

in the Airport workshop, a two-day event.

https://www.timesunion.com/local/article/At-the-airport-an-uplifting-experience-3653718.php

At the airport, an uplifting experience
Thanks to Sharon Bates, Albany International flies high on the arts scene
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Artist Sanford Mirling's "Bellflower," installed in the ceiling of the Albany International Airport's passenger

terminal on Wednesday June 20, 2012 in Colonie, NY. The airport will host next week's meeting of ... more
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"The reason why we're hosting this in Albany is because Sharon Bates has developed

one of the most robust art and culture programs for an airport its size anywhere in the

country," said Greg Mamary, producer of special projects for the AAAE, based in

Alexandria, Va. Previous workshops were held at airports in Atlanta, San Francisco,

Toronto and Denver.

"Albany was one of the airports I looked at closely in setting up our program," said

Greta Blalock, art and entertainment coordinator at the airport in Portland, Ore., which

gets about 12 million passengers each year.

"We're delighted we were selected to host this workshop. Sharon has created a

nationally recognized program," said John O'Donnell, CEO of Albany County Airport

Authority.

During a fiscally challenging period of declining passengers, O'Donnell considers the

$150,000 spent annually on art a good return on investment. Most of the budget goes

to $2,500 stipends for artists to reimburse them for materials, shipping and installation

costs in the two-year contracts.

"We think it raises the travel experience here," O'Donnell said. "The artwork helps make

the airport a place of discovery."

It also makes everyone a critic. About 3 million passengers move through the Albany

airport each year and another 1 million-plus venture as far as the security check area

to pick up and drop off passengers. And airport workers from baggage handlers to

airline counter employees view the art daily. That's a lot of critics.

"Everyone has an opinion, that's for sure," said O'Donnell, who hears a wide range of

comments on the art, mostly positive.

A case in point is the recently installed Sanford Mirling installation titled "Bellflower."

The bright pink and yellow nylon and foam sculpture hangs sensually with all the floral

parts on view: stigma, style, ovary, ovule and petals. It fills a big overhead skylight.

Passengers who look up as they walk down the middle of Concourse B get an eyeful. It

gives the impression, to some, of peeking up a flower's skirt. Privacy Settings
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"There's been some reaction to it, yes," Bates said coyly. "Some people see a sexual

element."

Art is in the eye of the beholder, of course, and some beholders are not totally on board

with Benjamin Entner's 23-foot-tall inflatable sculptures of stereotypical tourists that

dominate a wall adjacent to the Southwest Airlines ticket counter. Entner's "American

Gothic" is a sly and whimsical take on the iconic Grant Wood painting. Instead of a

dour pitchfork-wielding farmer and his wife, Entner has created a couple of camera-

toting, knee sock-wearing, amped-up travelers.

"Why aren't they smiling?" a Southwest employee asked O'Donnell.

Bates relies mostly on the deep pool of accomplished visual artists on the faculty of

colleges or who live in the region. For the past 18 years, she's been lining up artists

whose work delights, challenges and provokes. The heavy traffic benefits artists and

the airport alike. She's sold about $300,000 worth of art exhibited at the airport, which

takes a 35 percent cut — lower than the 50 to 60 percent commission galleries get.

For Bates, "American Gothic" will become a case study at the workshop. When it

arrived from the artist's studio in California, it was unpacked and inflated with a

bathroom fan motor. The sculptures turned out to be a few feet longer than

anticipated.

"We're working it out," Bates said. "It's pretty amazing that after 14 years we've had

very few problems with these large installations. They're not widgets."

Colin Boyd's "Cormorants and the Whale" underscored the challenges of an

unconventional exhibit space. The 40-foot skeleton of a whale being carried off by

hungry cormorants hangs over an escalator leading down to the ground-level Cape Air

gate in Concourse B. It took workers two days of wrestling with hydraulic lifts, wire and

bolts to tame the leviathan.

"Lucky, it's made out of foam," Bates said.
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Courtesy of Franconia Sculpture Park
Freya Gabie's red cornstalk, in Franconia's new expansion space, recently succumbed to the combine.

Franconia Sculpture Park prepares a party for
40 new pieces of art outdoors
By Ron Meador | 09/26/13

Because I
can't attend
Franconia
Sculpture
Park's big
annual event
this
Saturday, I
drove up the
other day to
see what's
new at this
remarkable
crossroads of
art and
environment.

Franconia
has been a
favorite place
almost since

its founding, 17 years ago now, on a different and much smaller patch of former farmland in Chisago
County, several miles to the Twin Cities side of Taylors Falls and a 45-minute drive from either
downtown.

There aren't that many places hereabouts, still, to see genuinely fine art outdoors. Also, pausing at
Franconia eased the pangs of returning from a paddle or camping trip to the settled world. It was
quirkier then, even whimsical, and most everything about the sculptures and the overall project seemed
more aspirational and less, I guess, accomplished than the offerings today.

Seven years ago the park moved to its current location, which includes a farmhouse and workshops that
allow Franconia to offer what John Hock, artistic director and CEO, says is Franconia's unique three-part
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offering among the nation's sculpture parks: residency, studios and exhibition space on a single site. The
others have just one or two.

And the park is more than doubling in size this year, having
taken over an adjacent cornfield and its first little woodland
patch, which Hock says will bring total acreage to about 45.

Native prairie plants are growing on big swaths of what was
lawn just a few years ago, creating soft divisions that give
some of the smaller works, especially, a sort of roofless
gallery to themselves. As always, there are plenty of
monumental works that might be difficult to show anyplace
but outdoors.

Too big for indoors
"Parade," in the photo below, stands 40 feet tall from the
bottom of the wood ring to the top, and would have stood

several feet taller, Hock said, but for some problems encountered during construction and installation
(pictures of that process here).
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MinnPost photo by Ron Meador
"Parade" by Mike Rathbun of Portland, Ore.

Not shown is a glade of tall pylons fitted with solar-powered light and sound generators that bring the
sculpture's overall depth to 77 feet, which I think is fairly near the depth of the standard city lot I used to
occupy in Minneapolis. But it seems much smaller.

"A lot of great artists don't want to work outdoors," Hock told me. "It takes a certain kind of person to be
challenged by this environment.

"Here you're competing with the scale of the sky. That piece over there" — gesturing to a sculpture that
seemed perhaps abstracted from a centrifuge ride on the state-fair midway — "is over 60 feet tall. But
you can't tell it."
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"Parade" is one of about 40 sculptures that are new to Franconia this year, which brings to mind another
thing I never really grasped until walking the grounds with Hock on Tuesday: Of the park's 100 or so
sculptures that are on view at any given time, about 40 percent are new each year.

Some other arrivals for 2013:

"Tiger Lily" reimagines landscape with forms of painted steel suggesting fallen flower petals, with a blue
birdbath at the center.

Nearby and in a similar shade of blue is a large and anatomically incorrect breast made of swimming-
pool liner and silicone, among other things, with a large, milky nipple that rises and falls in a reversed
response to environmental conditions. Hock explained that the piece is derived from skateboarding in a
way that I didn't quite follow. So is the title: "Oobie Boobie Double Loobie, Ollies are Hard, Shred the
Gnar."

MinnPost photo by Ron Meador
"Oobie Boobie Double Loobie, Ollies are Hard, Shred the Gnar" by Sanford Mirling of Middlebury, Vt.

I liked the simplicity of "Pillar of Salt: To be Eaten by the Rain and Fed to the Earth," but wished I'd
visited in time to see the artist's other piece — a single living cornstalk painted red — before the farmer
now finishing out the season on Franconia's new expansion space came by with his combine.

I had never seen an actual Vietnamese pedicab, or xich lo, except in pictures, but that was only one part
of the draw to "All that is Solid Melts Into Air (or, Making Ourselves at Home in this Modern World)."
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MinnPost photo by Ron Meador
"All that is Solid Melts Into Air (or, Making Ourselves at Home in This Modern World)" by Hong-An Truong of Brooklyn, N.Y.

And if I were going up to Franconia this Saturday, I would surely spend some time watching last year's
"Poetry Studio" — a riot of steel and bright paint that seems sort of like a surrealistic take on those awful
plastic backyard playground structures — get put through the paces of various readings and writing
events. 

I would try to stay into the twilight to see the lights come on at various solar-power-illuminated works,
like "Sapling," which tops an uprooted tree trunk with an oversized streetlamp.

'Are You Down?'
And I would hope against all odds to find some quiet, uncrowded time to spend with the park's single
permanent installation: "Are You Down?"

This piece grew out of the artist Michael Richards' work with imagery of the Tuskegee airmen, using
molds made from his own body. He created the piece while a fellow at Franconia in 2000, and the
following year was working in his studio in the World Trade Center when the planes hit the buildings.
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MinnPost photo by Ron Meador
"Are You Down?" by Michael Richards.

The restored piece was installed at Franconia and dedicated to Richards' memory last Sept. 11.

I can't begin to tell you how moving it is — even without the back story — or how complicated, despite its
formal simplicity. Especially in Franconia's outdoor setting.

Although part of the fun of this sculpture park is watching all kinds of people respond to the art in their
own ways, "Are You Down?" is perhaps best visited in solitude. So it's a good thing the park is open dawn
to dusk every day of the year.

Works in progress
I've already marked my calendar to get up to Franconia at least one more time before winter to see if Alex
Lindsay has finished the piece I saw him working on this week, which combines a salvaged truck box, a
huge iron rail, multiple mechanical systems and advanced electronics into a piece that doesn't yet have a
name (and may never).

Lindsay told me his plan is to mount the truck box, which is missing its back end, atop the rail and have
it move very slowly down the track, an inch every three minutes, a full one-way trip every 24 hours.
Inside, rear-projection video will show a highway passing by at highway speed, with additional images to
be added over time in another of Franconia's ever-changing installations.

When finished, the whole thing will sit in one of the newly planted prairie areas so the truck box will
seem to float above the grasses.

Which goes to say that you won't be able to see this piece complete on Saturday, although you may well
get to talk with Lindsay or one of the other artists who will be on hand. (A complete guide to the day's
activities — music, hot-metal pouring, theater performances, sculpture hunt and more — is here.)

Not 'about' environment
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Although I am always on the lookout for interesting ways in which people interact with environment, I
don't want to leave any impression that the art at Franconia is somehow "about" its cornfield location
(although some pieces may be) or nature and natural materials (although many are made from these), or
even about being outdoors (although all of them necessarily are).

On this trip, actually, I would say I found that sculptures most directly about natural places and
materials a little less interesting than the others, but that's just my taste and may not be yours.

One of the park's major miracles, I think, is its ability to speak to all kinds of tastes and interests and,
especially, both to people who spend a fair amount of time looking at art and also to  people who have
never set foot in the Walker or Weisman and never will.

The higher-than-average humor quotient of the work at Franconia helps with that latter group. Time
after time I've seen young people and families start through the grounds, mocking one piece or another,
and then become genuinely engaged with an unfunny piece, and then another and another.

"Subversive education," Hock calls it, and I suppose the end result is another way of seeing environment
and perhaps caring for it.

Art along the road
Here are some things I saw afresh on the way back home:

A shed of rotting gray boards collapsing toward a cornfield. An empty cylindrical corn crib overgrown
with vines.

A hemorrhage of scarlet sumac splashing the greenery in a roadside ditch. Two battered bikes at the
mouth of a gravel driveway, offered for sale or maybe giveaway.

An abandoned farm wagon missing two sides and all sense of purpose. A high-voltage transmission
tower against the bright blue sky, common as dirt but suddenly art.

An old Aermotor-style windmill rising from a little copse of trees, and turning for a change.
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2014 Juried Skidmore Student Exhibition
February  6 – March 14, 2014
Opening reception: Thursday, February 6, 5:30 – 7 p.m.

Juror: Sanford Mirling
Sculptor; Visiting Assistant Professor at Middlebury College; Co-founder of Collar Works art space in Troy, NY
A highlight of the Schick calendar and the community at large, the Juried Student Exhibition invariably celebrates the creativity, imagination, and skill of Skidmore art students.

Each year, a guest juror selects the exhibition from work completed by Skidmore students in the areas of ceramics, drawing and painting, electronic media, fiber arts, graphic design,
jewelry and metals, installation, photography, printmaking, and sculpture. This year, there were 215 individual works submitted. From this group, Sanford Mirling, the 2014 juror,
selected 67 pieces for inclusion in the exhibit, and nine to receive awards.

Every year, our juror also writes a statement about the jurying process. Read Mirling's statement here.

Juror's Statement

As I write this, my first inclination is to apologize.

I want to apologize to the incredibly skilled students who are not represented in this show. As tough as it was to pass over some remarkably gifted draftsmen, painters, ceramicists,
photographers, and graphic designers, jurying a show is about taste. In this case, my taste. Technical proficiency plays an extremely important role in the creation of a work of art, but
art requires craftsmanship in order to mirror and support concept. As a teacher evaluating work, I often find it hard to avoid distractions like effort, progress, and the potential of a
given student’s work. What makes this show so exciting is my lack of knowledge of these factors; I am freed to judge these pieces not as ‘student art,’ but simply as art.

With what felt like a relatively short amount of time to view each of the 215 artworks submitted for consideration, the pieces within this show represent the images and objects that
grabbed hold of me and didn’t let go.  Which is exactly how it should be. We, as artists, are always in competition. Competition with each other, yes, but more importantly with the
world. Our work competes for attention against a relentless bombardment of images and information. A well-known and often cited study from 2001 by Jeffrey and Lisa Smith at the
Metropolitan Museum of Art found patrons look at any given piece of art for an average of 17 seconds. While this never ceases to amaze and infuriate me, put in context of our normal
consumption of information, it begins to make sense. 17 seconds is over half the typical timeslot for a Super Bowl commercial, nearly as long as 3 Vine videos put together, and
probably close to the length of time it takes to read 140 characters, let alone re-tweet them.

Given the tiny window of time allotted for capturing the attention of an audience, a piece needs a confident voice and an upfront attitude. It needs to be a little cocky. As if that

Juror Sanford Mirling with Student Exhibition participants Gabby Carboni and
Rachel Ajamie.
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weren’t enough, it also helps if it exposes a little about who you are. The weird bits are usually best. (For many of the pieces in this show, I feel like I now know something personal
about the artist.)
None of this is to say a work can’t also reveal itself over time. The best pieces always do. Winnie Vaughan’s 'Brandon, Orion, Sage' and Rachael Greenfield’s 'Knees' are two works that
did just that. Both possess a quality I find absolutely compelling. I love it when a piece of art clearly expresses its desire to tell me “something,” but that “something” is complex
enough that I can’t understand it right away. It challenges me and I get hooked. I might only give it 17 seconds, but it stays with me after I look away, and I have to go back again.
These two pieces were not favorites of mine at the beginning of the day, but I kept returning to them, and they won me over.
 
It is also possible for confidence and upfront-ness to express seemingly contradictory concepts, like subtlety (think Rachel Ajamie’s 'Condition,') or naivete, as demonstrated by Bailey
Farrell’s 'Reece and Abby.' And upfront-ness doesn’t always mean straightforwardness. Kate Biel’s 'Lillian' and Layla Durrani’s 'Frances' both appear to express intriguing narratives, and
neither do I presume to understand. But as I said before, I keep trying to, and I love that.
 
All the students who submitted work to this show are on the right track. Exposing your hard work and passion to a juror, and potentially the public, requires a great deal of confidence,
and those of you who made work that seemed too technically-driven for my taste - you are probably ahead of the game. You have honed a skill to be applied at your command. I
hope some of you can appreciate the boldness I found in the works of your fellow students, and also see this show for what it is - one man’s cocky opinion.
 
I’d like to thank all the students who participated, and of course the Skidmore Art Faculty and Rebecca Shepard for including me in this process.
 
Sanford Mirling
..................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

 Click here to visit  Sanford Mirling website
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SculptFest2014 

“When The Work Stops, and it becomes more than it was” 

 
 

CALL TO ARTISTS 
 
WEST RUTLAND, VT- The Carving Studio and Sculpture Center (CSSC) invites sculptors to submit proposals for 
SculptFest2014, September 13-October 26. The theme for this year’s outdoor installation event is “When The Work Stops, 
and it becomes more than it was,” guest curated by Sanford Mirling, Artist and Visiting Professor, Middlebury College, VT. 
 

As America continues briskly shifting away from industrial manufacturing to a service oriented economy, one need 
not go far to find examples of industries turning their lights off, closing their doors, and moving to a land of lower taxes, 
less regulation and a cheaper work force.   More often than not when these companies close-up shop they simply move on, 
leaving behind their buildings, equipment, and detritus.   But when that industry is a marble quarry, there is the additional 
impact of a forever-altered landscape. 
  The Carving Studio and Sculpture Center (CSSC) represents the best outcome of just such a situation.  They have 
taken an environment dedicated to the frenetic energy of industrial creation, once halted in its tracks by the departure of an 
industry and co-opted it into an environment of frenetic energy of ideas and artistic creation.  Both past and present are 
messy and leave behind their remnants of production, but the later is alive!  The landscape surrounding CSSC, once a frozen 
moment in time, now provides an incredible depiction of the past, present and future.  
  It is with this notion, that “post-industrial” is not simply the past but also where we are and part of our future, that I 
ask artist to consider the CSSC landscape and its similarities to the act of art creation. 
  As artists we can all look at steps in our process and say there is intrinsic value in the quality of the work that is 
applied in each step. One quality may be worth preserving or remembering as it impacts the proceeding steps and the final 
outcome. We as artists work through these processes, typically to completion, because we have and end goal or vision.  But 
just as companies must expand, evolve, or go out-of-business, it can sometimes be unavoidable for artists to stop work in 
progress, set it aside or take time to revise the work before it is finished.  

In response to the various states of the excavated landscape, and the design of the CSSC's work and exhibition 
facilities, artists should submit proposals for artworks that correspond to the historic past, present and/or future state of 
CSSC; the proposed work, frozen in a stage of creation, or perpetually evolving.   The theme is meant to challenge both the 
artists and viewer’s relationship to the state of a works existence in time.  
  
Examples of possible project proposals. 
  
Past-  

·  A performance.  Performance, by its nature, only exists for a moment in time, but when that performance includes 
interactions with fabricated elements, those objects, unlike video documentation, become the sculptural remnants of that 
experience, while additionally carrying their own aesthetic weight. 



·      The tools of creation.  Ever artist has, at some point, cobbled together a tool or contraption in the production of a piece that 
becomes as intricate, confounding and aesthetically compelling as the end product.  Give that “Tool” the freedom to be lead 
vocalist, for once. 

 Present-  

·      A performance.  Whether performed by individuals or a kinetic object, the viewer is forced to remain present, there is no 
past or future.  There is only, now, now… now. 

·      Installation.  Not a space, but an action.  Create an object whose true realization only exists at the moment it is being 
installed. 

·      A partial completion.  Reveal the structure or methods applied in creating the work (a sculpture in progress frozen at a 
specific moment in time). 

  
Future- 

·      Concept.  A piece that does not require creation. The proposal and installation elements of the design get displayed on site 
(drawings, photographs, videos that inspire the work but are not full realizations of the final piece). 

·      Growth.  Objects that possess the ability of expansion. 

Or mix and match.  

	  
  
Address submissions to “SculptFest2014,” The Carving Studio and Sculpture Center, P.O. Box 495, West Rutland, VT  
05777.  For more information, please contact us at 802-438-2097 or info@carvingstudio.org. 
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A 43-acre sculpture park providing physically and intellectually wide open spaces where
all are inspired to participate in the creative process

Q AND A WITH 2013 OPEN STUDIO FELLOWSHIP ARTIST
SANFORD MIRLING
December 17, 2013  · by Claire  · in Fellowship Artists  · Leave a comment

2013 Open Studio Artist Sanford Mirling first came to Franconia Sculpture Park in 2003 as an Intern Artist, returning soon after
as a Site Manager for several years. He received a BA from Bennington College and an MFA from SUNY Albany. He is the co-
founder/ Director of Collar Works: art space in Troy, NY, and is currently a Visiting Assistant Professor of Studio Art at
Middlebury College.

When he arrived at Franconia this summer, Sanford had plans to make a sculpture resembling a giant skateboard bowl, an above
ground pool, and remarkably, a breast. It couldn’t be skated, swam, but as most visitors can attest, it is impossible not to ogle the
nipple, or even jump up and poke it. In the end he titled his sculpture “Oobie boobie double loobie, ollies are hard, shred the
gnar.“
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In fact, much of Sanford’s work is based in contradiction, sexuality, and the desire for the unattainable or inaccessible. He crafts
forms that reference an intimate moment, heightening tension through the recreation of male longing from a quickly
deteriorating image or memory.

This is exemplified in his sculpture “Brandi, won’t you?” a work that won him an Outstanding Achievement in Sculpture Award,
given by the International Sculpture Center. In “Brandi…,” supple, red vinyl and a contorted chair suggest the flesh and curvature
of a woman’s body. The piece confronts the viewer unabashedly, forcing us to measure the material Sanford uses against form he
creates, and interrogate our reaction to the piece as a whole. This often means going back in time, tracing our own memories and
experiences, and recreating them as we attempt to understand them.
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This tension found in the process of remembering is made plain in an artist statement Sanford wrote for a 2012 exhibition at
Saratoga Arts:

Functioning on multiple levels simultaneously, an artwork may be about a particular memory, while addressing the act of
remembering; the need for that memory; a critique of the memory; and how that memory evolved through time. Purposely
conflicted, the work is the physical manifestation of a psychological process trying to make sense of itself: fraught with anxiety,
exotic and yet familiar, present while ephemeral.

In his sculptural installation “Don’t let go for the world”, a chain link fence curves in front of a projection of a dusky cityscape just
after sunset. The video is shot from a “make-out” spot overlooking Troy, NY. A lace silhouette is cast from above, intermingling
the scene with a hint of seduction. The cooly lit installation evokes the sense of an ending and loneliness. The title sharpens the
scene- it’s borrowed from a song titled “Chain Link Fence,” which tells the story of a summer flirtation cut short.
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Like so many other songs that recall fleeting, summer love, the scene is set in parks, cars, and fast food restaurants, and told from
the perspective of an older narrator, one who looks back with longing: “Well she’s sitting right there on the chain link fence/
She’s down at the park with the rest of her friends/ And she looks so pretty but she’s only sixteen/ Didn’t know that when she
smiled at me”. In the end, the song seems to be less about the particular girl, but rather about the cool desolation that descends
once the flirtation and the warm weather are gone.

I had the chance to catch up with Sanford in the last week, and ask him some questions about “Oobie boobie…,”
and his artistic practice.

When you’re making sculpture, what is your creative process like? What path does your work take between the
inkling of an idea and finished project?

The process always starts with the form, usually as a sketch, a doodle really. From there I typical choose a material; steel, wood,
foam, etc. and turn that original sketch into 3-dimensions. I am not much of a draftsman but I do understand how my hastily
made two-dimensional lines should translate into form. I will often photograph the object in process and draw on the printout to
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realize the object in the round. I use the technical process of creating the form as an opportunity to allow my mind to question
and answer, “why is this form worthy of being created?” and “what’s it about?” these question don’t always get answered directly,
but more often provide clues as to what materials the piece is asking for. Sometimes, at this point, there are no answers and that
is when I know it’s time to start over. But, when the form and materials start to jive there is usually a moment- the kind of
moment you live for as an artist- where it all comes together and I’m like, “Oh, shit! Of course it was always going to be…”

What inspired your project at Franconia this summer? How does it relate to your past work?

An unexpected pregnancy of a recent ex-girlfriend. You can’t make art without having the powerful emotional events of everyday
life seeping their way in. I struggled with the contradictory feelings of both wanting something and the realization that those
desire were ridiculous. I think most of my work directly relates to contradiction, sex, and humor. Oobie boobie double loobie,
ollies are hard shred the gnar is no exception, a skateboard bowl you can’t skate, an above-ground-pool you can’t swim in, and a
giant boob with no sex appeal, but possessing a nipple that can’t go untouched. All of which being fictitious versions of
themselves.

Why did you propose your project to Franconia and what did the experience of working here offer you?

Space, freedom and support. By support I mean access to equipment, but also money and expertise in acquiring materials or
resolving some of the complex logistical issues that arise with the creation and display of large-scale public art. The chance to
create an ambitious piece of art and have it displayed for the public is a tremendous gift. Not only that but, it is essential for any
artist to leave the solitude of their studio from time to time and interact with fellow artists. It is these interactions and
discussions that help work to evolve.

Where did you study and whom did you study with? How have those experiences influenced your own work?

I’ve had the great fortune of having some amazing mentors. At SUNY Albany, I worked with Ed Mayer and Adam Frelin, who
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provided me with an incredible balance of formal consideration and conceptualization that I try to continue to hold true to. The
late Sir Anthony Caro, taught me the invaluable lesson of objectivity, particular pertaining to critically viewing my own work in
process without the logistical concerns of production. But without question, my experiences at Bennington College with Jon
Isherwood have been my greatest influence. Jon taught me how to see with my hands, be uninhibited, and work like a dog to
make things that are meaningful to me as the first viewer of my work.

Who (or what) are your greatest inspirations as an artist?

Stupid question (make sure you say I thought this is a dumb question). Everything. Rodin, reality TV, Braque, Urs Fischer,
Duchamp, Al Green, Nikola Tesla, neuroscience, porn, Radio Lab, Dub Step. Any new ways of seeing, thinking, questioning,
anything that sucks you in and won’t let go.

Bonus Question: What do you consider the most important work of art in the world?

Another terrible question, who am I to judge. Clearly Duchamp’s urinal opened a door never to be closed by providing artist with
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permission to remove their hand. Cezanne, Picasso, and Braque offer new ways of understanding how we see. As corny as it
sounds, and I am not one for corny, I think the most important work of art in the world right now is probably one I haven’t seen
yet. One still in someone’s studio. Because I believe it’s an ever rising bar and one that, as artist, we are always aspiring to.
Otherwise what’s the point? Right?

Thanks for your candidness, Sanford, and congratulations!
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Another impressive Collection
The Mohawk Hudson Regional has a new home in the North Country, at The Hyde Collection in Glens Fall

ǒKaren Bjornland | October 9, 2010 �

The Mohawk Hudson Regional has a new home in the North Country, at The Hyde Collection in Glens Falls, and as that sti�-necked TV legend Ed Sullivan liked to say: “We’ve got a
really big show.”

First o�, there were a record number of submissions — 1,500 works by 340 artists — for the Hyde show, which was juried by Charles Desmarais, deputy director for art at the
Brooklyn Museum. The Regional’s growth spurt began in 2008 when renowned sculptor Joel Shapiro was the juror and the exhibit was at the Albany Institute of History & Art,
drawing a record-shattering 244 artists and 1,062 submitted works. Last year, at the University Art Museum, with juror Matthew Higgs, the record was cracked again, with 285 artists
and 1,242 artworks.

This time, it’s not just the submissions, but the �nal show that tips the scales. Desmarais selected a hefty 94 works by 72 artists, and the exhibit in the Charles R. Wood Gallery spills
into Hoopes Gallery and into the hallway joining Hoopes with historic Hyde House. Not only are there more works of art, the number of artists has more than doubled, from 34
artists (71 works) in 2008, and 35 artists (81 works) in 2009.

Wider reach

Yet, the really BIG news is that having the Hyde as a third sponsor expands the Regional’s geographic range. Traditionally, the exhibit has cast its net over a 100-mile radius from
Albany. Now, artists within a 100-mile radius of Glens Falls, into the Adirondacks and Vermont, are also invited to enter. And that’s every year, not just when the show is at The Hyde.

‘2010 Artists of the Mohawk Hudson Region’
WHERE: The Hyde Collection, 161 Warren St., Glens Falls

WHEN: Through Jan. 2; museum open 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Tuesday through Saturday and 12 to 5 p.m. Sunday.

HOW MUCH: Free (Donation of $5 suggested)

MORE INFO: 792-1761 or www.hydecollection.org.

RELATED EXHIBIT: Annex Show, Tom Myott Gallery, Shirt Factory Building, 71 Lawrence St., Glens Falls, 798-8431, www.tmyottart.com. Fourteen works selected by juror Charles
Desmarais. Gallery hours: 11 to 5 p.m. Friday, Oct. 15; Saturday, Oct. 16; Friday, Oct. 22 and Saturday, Oct. 23; and 12 to 4 p.m. Sunday, Oct. 17.

RELATED EVENT: “Hyde After Dark,” 5:30 p.m. Thursday, Oct. 28 — $13 advance ticket, $15 at the door. Music by DJ Midas, followed by “fast talk” art program in which selected
artists from the Mohawk Hudson show discuss 20 slides of their work for 20 seconds each.
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As a host for the Regional, the esteemed Hyde also deepens its mark at the northern point of a trail of outstanding museums: from the Clark Art Institute, Williams College Museum
of Art and MASS MoCA in the east, then west to the New York State Museum, University Art Museum at the University at Albany, Albany Institute and north to the Tang Teaching
Museum and Art Gallery in Saratoga Springs. If you venture further west, there’s the Arkell Museum and the Fenimore Art Museum.

The Hyde joined the Regional rotation after the Schenectady Museum, a longtime sponsor, dropped out and shifted its mission to science. The Regional’s �nal visit to Schenectady
was in 2004, when it made an odd but interesting one-time appearance in the old Carl Co. building now inhabited by Proctors. Its last show in the actual museum was in 2001.

‘It’s so unusual’

But let’s move on to this year’s show.

Demarais traveled to Glens Falls to organize the exhibit space and supervise installation. It’s a zesty space, with sculpture enlivening each of �ve sections in the Wood Gallery.

“I like the way the gallery looks so di�erent; it’s so unusual,” one visitor commented on a busy Tuesday morning.

Deep in the gallery, there seems to be a theme, with 11 botanical or nature-linked pieces in the same area.

There’s Ryan Parr’s 6-foot-tall painting of forest foliage, Dorothy Englander’s ink-on-watercolor “Shadowlife” and Portia Munson’s kaleidoscopes of real �owers that were scanned in
a computer and printed on rag paper.

Ginger Ertz and Betsy Brandt, both known for quirky sculpture with found or unusual materials, inject even more color and animation.

Ertz, whose chandelier of chenille stems (aka pipe cleaners) currently hangs at Proctors, reaches new heights with “Cove,” a 5-foot-long chenille-stem form in blues and purples that
suggests crashing ocean waves, as light-colored sprays or tendrils spring from darker, denser shapes.

Using hot glue and the stamens of arti�cial �owers, Brandt creates a colorful colony of 24 round, squishy-looking “sea urchins” that cling to the wall.

Nearby, but in its own corner, “Listening and Watching” by Kyra Garrigue of Troy, the show’s only video work, is small but impossible to ignore. Like puppets on a stage, four human
throats are isolated on a black background, and we see the undulating movements and hear the somewhat disturbing sounds as the gullets gulp and swallow.

Turbulent and mysterious

Drawings and mixed media are strong in this show.

John Hampshire’s “Labyrinth 229,” made with marker on panel, is dark and foreboding, suggesting twirling funnel clouds. At close inspection, the tight, thin lines are like �ngerprints
or lines on a topographic map.

Turbulence of the emotional kind may have inspired a large, abstract work of graphite-ink-gouache by Cat Peters of Albany, in which blue and black ink erupts and moves between
dark entities.

Deborah Zlotsky won two awards for “Piquance,” a graphite drawing of a whispery, mysterious organic shape of fur and sinew (could it be a brain?) atop a plant-like stalk.

While there aren’t many oil paintings, they are exceptional.

Joel Gri�th’s ordinary-looking house on a snowy rural road has a photographic realism warmed and enhanced with subtle light.

“Madonna and Child,” oil on canvas, by Esmond Lyons of Glens Falls, is a rich, exuberant portrait of a contemporary Madonna, perhaps a Latina, with a dark-skinned infant; the two
�gures bound together in a blanketlike wrap reminiscent of a Native American papoose or a Gustav Klimt.

Photography has been prominent in recent Regionals, and this one is no exception.

Mark McCarty, Connie Frisbee Houde and Carrie Will, familiar names from Photography Regionals, were selected by Desmarais.

McCarty’s “Telephone Picture,” shot with an iPhone, is an image of a man’s lower legs and crossed feet that seems both common and sacred, like a statue of Christ dangling from a
cruci�x in a Roman Catholic church.

Houde zeros in on the faces and hands of four female journalists in Afghanistan, stripping away stereotypes to reveal each woman’s expressions and physical attributes.

Peter Crabtree of Bennington, Vt., has four color photographs in the show, all images of down-home folks. “Carter Campbell,” his portrait of a chubby, shirtless boy, could be a
creamy-skinned angel in a Renaissance painting if it weren’t for his sour expression.

Experienced juror

With 94 works, it’s only possible to describe a small fraction of what you’ll encounter.

Large exhibits apparently aren’t daunting for Desmarais, who, in the past 25 years has organized more than 50 exhibits and authored more than 100 articles and exhibit catalogs.

For this show, he made his �rst picks after wading through 1,500 slides and e-mail images. To make his �nal selections, he traveled to the Hyde and viewed the original works.

While at the Hyde, he also selected 14 works by 14 artists for an Annex Show at Tom Myott’s gallery in the Shirt Factory Building. The Annex is not o�cially part of the Regional, and
the artworks are not listed in the catalog.

Award recipients

Seventeen artists in the 2010 Artists of the Mohawk Hudson Region exhibit were honored with awards and gift certi�cates.

--  Jeri Eisenberg of East Greenbush received the Albany Institute of History & Art Purchase Award for “Crabapple (Fall), No. 5.” Eisenberg also received a $250 juror’s award.

--  “Labyrinth 229” by John Hampshire of Troy won the Dr. Arthur C. Collins ’48 Purchase Award, University at Albany Alumni Association, for the University Art Museum.

--   Jane Bloodgood-Abrams of Kingston received The Hyde Collection Purchase Award for her painting “Presence.”

--   Carrie Will of Albany and Gina Occhiogrosso of Troy received $500 juror’s awards.
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Vox VI–objects of

desire
By Libby July 15, 2010
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Forget the summer doldrums of art. It was

nowhere to be seen in the crush of people

at Vox Populi Friday for its opening of Vox

VI, the sixth of its annual emerging artist

exhibitions held after the slew of MFA

shows that mark the spring.

Aidan Rumack, Living isn't Worth Dying for
(Diptych), 2010, detail, fluorescent tubes,
taxidermy bird shown here
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This show has often been a moment of

clarity, and this year’s exhibit, juried by

ultrahot New York artists William Powhida

and Jennifer Dalton, is among the best of

them. In this one, a lot of the pieces relate

to a yearning for what is unattainable, and

that seems to be pretty close to what

everyone is thinking about in these dark

days of the gulf oil spill, financial meltdown

and continuing war.

My personal favorite is a diptych of

fluorescent lights arrayed like jail bars in

front of a pair of eggshaped cells

embedded in the wall. Inside one cell

stands a flustered white taxidermy bird

wearing shades; inside the other, a sleek,

goldtrimmed moon landing module that

suggests Cinderella’s coach (it’s made of

an ostrich egg!). Downstairs in Marginal

Utility Gallery, the artist, Aidan Rumack,

introduced himself to me and told me his

intent was religious. But the RayBans on

the holy bird don’t fly as gear for the

Trinity. Maybe, just maybe, the spacecraft

cries out scifi beatification. But

fluorescents are so humdrum. And in art

historical terms, I’m channeling Dan Flavin

optics and Minimalist grids of a manmade

version of perfection, not Barnett Newman

zips or Mark Rothko orgasms of color

soaked enlightenment. Rumack is a PAFA

MFA.
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Deidra Krieger, Spastic Plantastic, video

Deidra Krieger sets up a transgressive

relationship with the camera and the

viewer, while mocking the worlds of

advertising and consumerist waste in both

of her videos. She’s in your face and

beyond your reach all at once. A constant

crowd of gallery goers Friday stopped for a

while in front of Krieger’s videos and Texas

artist Joshua Bienko’s rap videos about

art. Lindsay Foster (the one international

artist, with a Norway address)

transgresses class and propriety in her

video, Father Lover Friend, of a California

road trip stripped of glamour as she

searches with a boy friend for her father,

the guide of her quest an old bum. At least

that’s what I think is going on. The

ambiguity pushes this all into a dangerous

zone.
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Piper Brett, Large Bow, 2009, sheet steel,
fluorescent red powder coating

Piper Brett‘s neon phone number is a

poignant advertisement of  the promise of

a relationship or a phone connection. Her

giant, Koonsian metal bow also feels

personal in a way that Koons doesn’t. The

bow promises something that probably

can’t measure up to the packaging; it’s

installed next to Bienko’s trompe l’oeil

paintings of Koons sculptures painted on

the soles of a pair of kick-ass shoes.

Crushes and desire also get a workout in

Constanze Pirch‘s typography-inspired

and hunk-inspired Yes, Yes…26 Times

Yes! At first I thought the names–from

Orlando to Viggo–might all belong to

movie stars, but now I realize they are

random objects of desire.
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Sanford Mirling, Nothing Could Drag
Me Away from the Soft Glow of
Electric Sex in the Window, 2010,
oak, vinyl, fabric, mirrored turntable,
purse, iPod

And speaking of desire, Venus de Milo lost

her arms, but Sanford Mirling’s sculpture

takes it a step farther and loses the top

half of his carved female. He crowns her at

the waist with a white tutu that looks like a

quilted lounge banquette emitting

suggestive plumes at its center. Poised

atop a mirror, this fantasy requires Dr.

Freud. But mama mia, what an object!
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Jordan Griska, Gas Pump, 1960s gas
pump

A sad sack gas pump by Jordan Griska is

from the good old days, when oil wasn’t all

over the gulf and a man was still a man, a

car was still a sex symbol. Griska has

been busy this year, with a great show at

EKG. He’s also in Montana’s post

yesterday on a pop-up art show in the

Rittenhouse Square area.

Joshua Weibley, Untitled (Personal Desktop
Environment), ink on Denril, rock
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Vox VI also has a couple of pieces about

computers (coincidentally perhaps both by

Brooklyn-based artists), which are surely

desirable. Joshua Weibley‘s conceptual

Untitled (Personal Desktop Environment),

is a computer for Barney Rubble–the

mouse is a rock, and the screen is an ink

on paper rendering of a color-separated

computer screen image would make

George Seurat proud.

Kelli Miller, Gifts, 2009, animated gifs

In contrast, Kelli Miller filled a computer

screen with animated a series of gif

assemblages that make a mockery of us

as we stare at the gifs in motion. My

personal favorite image is the more than

50 download progress bars that worm

across the screen all at once.
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Clint Baclawski, The Titanic, powder coated steel,
archival inkjet backlit prints

Massachusetts artist Clint Baclawski‘s

giant backlit inkjet prints mounted on sleek

lightboxes captures real events of

improbably scaled razzle-dazzle and

excess. Jeff Wall’s staged photos look

almost real. Baclawski’s real photos look

almost staged. But what is also notable

here is the sleek presentation; the

lightboxes are high-tech-looking things of

beauty in and of themselves.

Dustin Metz, Que Chula Es Puebla, oil on canvas
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And last but not least, I have to mention

Dustin Metz‘s idyllic painting Que Chula Es

Puebla. At least someone has found the

good life! But there’s no one there, except

a disembodied hand.

We’re still living in a time of diminishing

prospects where fulfillment remains a

wish, and that’s what this show

communicates, by in large.

By the way three of the artists in this show

are also in the show we juried into the

Bambi Biennial–video artist Matt Kalasky,

landscape artist Susan Marie Brundage,

and Sarah Knouse. Others in the exhibit

are Derya Altan, Sally Dennison, Lauren

Dombrowiak, Amber DuBois, Katelyn

Greth, Megan Hays, Jim Jeffers, Janet

Macpherson, Erin Murray, Nightmare City,

Manuel Pena, E. Elizabeth Peters, Nora

Salzman, Libby Saylor, Samantha

Simmons, and Sheila Whitsett. Most of the

people who I didn’t mention were equally

deserving of some notice.

The exhibit will remain up through Aug. 1,

2010
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The New Yorker's Peter Schjeldahl's exuberant review of "Abstract Expressionist

New York" at the Museum of Modern Art convincingly argues that New York City

(and thus America) was the world's artistic center in the years after World War II.

Looking back, Schjeldahl concludes his article by saying, "And it's been pretty much

one damn thing after another ever since."

Is his statement a throwaway one-liner about the definition of history? Or is it about

something deeper, a suggestion that America's Golden Age is long gone -- in terms of

political, economic and cultural standing. Civilizations rise and fall, and so, too, do their

https://www.timesunion.com/entertainment/article/Well-known-artists-the-highlight-of-this-year-s-
774171.php

Wellknown artists the highlight of this year's
uneven MohawkHudson Regional
Wellknown artists the highlight of this year's uneven MohawkHudson Regional
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Sanford Mirling, "Real Comforter," 2008, Wood, fabric, TVProjection of ?Friday Night Lights? on wall, 83 x

64 x 65 in.
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artistic achievements. We've seen this with the Greeks and Romans, and Renaissance

Italy, and while it may be what America has been going through recently, the question

I'm concerned with is how this change is playing out in the Capital Region.

That's why Steve Barnes on today's front page is launching a series of stories -- to be

told by various Times Union writers -- that will take the pulse of the arts in the Capital

Region.

The last few years have been terrible economically for nearly everyone, and Albany

Mayor Jerry Jennings' recent proposal to ax the entire $350,000 in city arts grants is

but one indication of a general decline. I say general, because exceptions do exist in

our area -- such as the expanded programming at Proctors in Schenectady and the

openings of new arts venues at Skidmore, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute and Saint

Rose -- that reflect new vitality.

Times Union reporters will be looking into these things and much more, changes that I

think are part of larger shifts -- demographic, economic and technological -- in our

civilization that call into question the place for arts in our society.

In terms of demographics, a National Endowment for the Arts study released earlier

this year found that as arts patrons grow older, they are often unable to attend

"benchmark" arts activities -- jazz, classical music, opera, musical plays, plays, ballet

or art museums -- and instead rely on electronic means, such as radio and TV.

Meanwhile, the next generation of arts consumers (people in their 40s and 50s who

should be in their prime earning years) are attending fewer arts events. Together, this

has created the situation in which arts attendance in general has declined.

In terms of the economy, arts groups are faced with less funding from individuals,

corporations and governments. This leaves arts groups faced with tough choices of

cutting staff and programming, or both.

In terms of technology, video games, cellphones, computers and other devices may be

training young people in ways that don't open them up to "benchmark" arts activities,

though they may be creating new things never dreamed of before.
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More Information

At a glance

2010 Artists of the Mohawk-Hudson
Region

When: Through Jan. 2

Where: The Hyde Collection, 151

Warren St., Glens Falls

Hours: Tuesday-Saturday, 10

a.m.-4:30 p.m.; Sunday, noon-4;30

p.m.

Info: 792-1761; hydecollection.org

Most striking in the NEA report is that the arts may not be important to the average

American. Nearly half of all U.S. adults neither attend live performances or experience

benchmark activities via electronic means (TV, DVD, CDs, Internet). Adults who attend

live shows and enjoy things electronically are only 22 percent of the population, and

that number is expected to decline.

This isn't good for arts lovers, or people in general. I believe that even though not

everyone goes to arts events, the arts still affect 100 percent of the population. The

arts shape how we see the world, how we express ourselves and even how we dream.

At least that's what I think, but I'm

just one person. What would be

really interesting is to see what so

many of you think.

Do the arts matter to you anymore?

One way to answer that question is

to think of a moment when whatever

you were doing was somehow

shaped by an experience of the arts.

Have you ever looked upon a

Hudson River landscape and

thought, "That's just like a Thomas

Cole painting"?

Have you ever heard a few notes of the fourth movement of Beethoven's Ninth

Symphony and then have the entire choral finale coursing through your mind, lifting

your spirits?

Have you ever felt such a welling of emotion that you had to express yourself through a

Broadway song?
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Maybe some childhood interaction with the arts taught you something you've carried

into realms outside the arts, such as at work or home.

Maybe you have had a meaningful experience with the arts that has affected you in

some unexpected way.

Send in your stories, and we'll print some in future editions. Send via mail to Why the

Arts Matter, care of Michael Janairo, Times Union, Box 15000, Albany, NY 12212; via e-

mail to mjanairo@timesunion.com with the words "Why the Arts Matter" in the subject

line; or via the Arts Talk blog at http://blog.timesunion.com/localarts.

Michael Janairo can be reached at mjanairo@timesunion.com or 454-5629.

© 2018 Hearst Communications, Inc.
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Work as a Founder, Director, Curator and Board member of the non-profit 
art space, Collar Works

The Elizabeth Murray Artist Residency by Collar Works

Residency Press Release
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About Elizabeth Murray 

Elizabeth Murray (b. 1940, Chicago; d. 2007, New York) belonged to a generation of artists who emerged in the 
1970s and whose exposure to Cubist-derived Minimalism and Surrealist-influenced Pop inspired experimentation 
with new modes of expression that would bridge the gap between these two historical models. In this context, 
Murray produced a singularly innovative body of work. Warping, twisting, and knotting her constructed canvases, 
she has given the elastic shapes of classic surrealism a space in their own image. 

Murray spent much of her childhood drawing. In 1958 she enter the School of the Art Institute of Chicago to 
become a commercial artist, but work by Paul Cézanne inspired her to pursue painting instead. After earning a 
BFA from the Institute in 1962 and an MFA from Mills College, Oakland in 1964, she moved to New York, where 
she developed her mature style. 

Murray first exhibited at the Paula Cooper Gallery in 1974. Murray’s work has been the subject of nearly sixty solo 
exhibitions in galleries around the world since her New York City debut in the 1972 Annual Exhibition: 
Contemporary American Painting at the Whitney Museum of American Art and has participated in six Whitney 
Biennial exhibitions since 1973. A comprehensive exhibition including over seventy-five paintings and works on 
paper, from the earliest phase of Murray’s career in the 1960s through her most recent work was presented at the 
Museum of Modern Art in 2005 (only the fourth by a woman in the history of the Department of Painting and 
Sculpture a distinction previously given only to Louise Bourgeois, Lee Krasner and Helen Frankenthaler). 

Murray received numerous awards for her work, including the Skowhegan Medal in Painting in 1986 and a 
MacArthur Foundation “genius” award in 1999. In addition to her teaching position at Bard College (Annandale-on-
Hudson, NY), Murray held visiting faculty appointments at a number of American colleges and universities 
throughout her stellar career. Elizabeth Murray’s work can be found in over forty public collections in the United 
States. The Estate of Elizabeth Murray is represented by Pace Gallery, New York 

About Collar Works 

Collar Works is a 501(c)3 nonprofit contemporary art space located in an historic collar factory at 621 River 
Street in North Central, Troy, New York.


The mission of Collar Works is to support emerging, underrepresented artists and curators, working in any 
media, creating provocative and culturally relevant contemporary artworks as a way of enriching the cultural 
life of the regional community.


Collar Works provides a venue for community dialogue focused on serious, provocative and spirited artworks, 
educating the public through exhibits, gallery talks, lectures, workshops and other community outreach 
activities.




Residency Mission 

The Elizabeth Murray Artist Residency by Collar Works provides emerging to established artists a supportive, 
productive and communal atmosphere for art making on a bucolic 77-acre property in Washington County.


Vision 
The residency program aims to create opportunities for artists to take risks and develop new contemporary 
works across many art forms, primarily visual, literary and performing arts, while engaging in meaningful 
dialogue with fellow residents and arts professionals. A long-term goal is to create a residency program that 
responds to the critical needs of emerging artists; one need to develop is a family residency program that 
supports artists with young children.


History 
The farm was the summer home and studio of the late visionary artist Elizabeth Murray, together with her 
husband Bob Holman and their family, for over two decades.The family continues to spend significant time at 
the farm and is committed to seeing her spirit thrive through inspiration and creative use of the property and 
its natural surroundings.  


Objective 
To develop an intimate summer artist-in-residency program in Washington County. The pilot program will 
commence July 1, 2018, with the expectation of artists to participate in exhibitions, performances and 
dialogue-based events following their residencies, at Collar Works in Troy, New York. Developing a strong 
internship program with professional development for visual arts and arts administration students will be an 
integral part of the residency. 




Description of Residency Program 
In Year 1 - Collar Works will invite artists to attend the residency during a 4 week time frame: July 1 - July 
28th. Together with Collar Works Artist(s)/ Board Members, this cohort will serve as the pilot program.  The 
pilot program will allow Collar Works to engage with its artist community, to provide these key stakeholders 
the opportunity to create and develop their conceptual works, while participating in strategic dialogue with 
Collar Works, integral to the development of the residency program.  In the future, a selection committee will 
be formed, and artists will apply for the residencies through an open call process and panel review.


Through the residency program, Collar Works will strive to connect the communities of Washington County, 
and upstate New York, with the urban cultural renaissance in Troy, NY and beyond, while broadening its reach 
to provide space and opportunity for emerging artists to engage in culturally relevant works.

Artists will arrive Sunday mornings, for 1 - 4 week residencies, and depart Saturday mornings by 11am, with 
3-4 artists at a given time, plus 1-2 Collar Works Artist/Board members and possible members of the Murray-
Holman family on site. Artists will be provided 24-hour access to private studios and private bedroom
accommodations, with shared bathroom facilities for the duration of their residency.  Daily dinners with
vegetarian options will be served Sunday-Friday, in a communal atmosphere to fuel dialogue between
residents and create shared experiences.  Locally sourced ingredients will be used as often as possible.
Residents will be responsible for their own breakfast and lunch, as well as weekend dinners. Some kitchen
staples will be provided.  Cooking and sharing meals together will be encouraged, in addition to experiencing
the local, surrounding communities. Periodic open studios will be scheduled, and outside curators/critics will
be invited in on Friday afternoons to meet with artists and join for a bbq-style dinner with the residents, staff,
and special guests.

The operations of the residency in its first year will rely heavily on volunteer efforts of Collar Works’ Board of 
Directors, its Executive Director/ staff, organization volunteers, and summer intern(s). Given the resources 
available, it is Collar Works intention to continue important relationships with local residents for support 
positions, such as kitchen manager and groundskeeper, as well as develop childcare opportunities.  We value 
the connections to the local community and hope to grow opportunities over time.




Facilities 
House

• 3-4 private second floor bedrooms, for artists by access of the back staircase (off dining room)
• 1-2 bedrooms for staff, and one private bedroom reserved for family at all times by front staircase access.
• Family Room
• Two shared bathrooms
• Dining Room
• Elizabeth Murray Art Book Collection Library/ Resource Area (computer, printer, art books and literature)
• Living Room(s)
• Office/ Bedroom (first floor-off kitchen)

Potential Studios  (See Map) 
Pilot Program: 
• Main Barn

• The Elizabeth Murray Studio
• 4-6 Hay Loft Studios (great potential for use of space, including more studios in the future)
• Slop sink
• Wash room (long term goal)
• Small Studio by Driveway

Long Term Goals: 
• Horse Barn (to be used by staff/interns)

• 1 possible lower level studio
• 2-3 possible upper loft studio(s)

• Spring/ Pool House (possible wash room- explore alternate possibilities)

Property Amenities

•Quiet + serene surroundings
•77-acres of sprawling fields and woods, with walking paths.
•Pond
•Swimming Pool/HotTub
•Outdoor Shower (future)
•Gardens (future)

Transportation 
All residents will be asked to provide their own transportation to and from the residency. Having a vehicle on 
premises is highly recommended. Collar Works will try to accommodate those artists without access to 
transportation on case-by-case basis.




Year 1 

Quantity Cost Per Total

Upstart Costs

Buildout/ Studios 6 $	 1,500 $	 9,000

Bedroom Furnishing 5 $	 500 $	 2,500

Elizabeth Murray Library/ Common area (shelves) $	 500

Furniture $	 3,000

Kitchen/Dining Equipment $	 500

$	 15,500

General Operating - Residency Program Months 

Residency Director $	 5,000

Collar Works Insurance 2 $	 500 $	 1,000

Electricity 2 $	 500 $	 1,000

Pool 2 $	 350 $	 700

Internet 2 $	 150 $	 300

Phone 2 $	 70 $	 140

Mowing 2 $	 300 $	 600

Chef/ Kitchen Manager $	 5,000

Food/ Raw Ingredients $	 5,000

Marketing $	 1,000

Office/Technology $	 1,500

$ 21,240

Collar Works Administrative Fee (15% of operating) $ 3,186

Contingency (25% of total budget) $ 9,982

Total $ 49,908



Project Timeline 

• Building Website (ongoing)
• Project Announcement (Spring 2018)

• Screening of ‘Everybody Knows…Elizabeth Murray’ at Collar Works or Skidmore College
• Build Relationships and Resources to Launch Pilot. (Ongoing)

• fundraising from individuals, businesses, and corporate sponsors
• pursue foundation grants (long term)
• including possible partnerships with local farms and CSA’s for sourcing food
• explore solar energy opportunities for efficiency and cost reduction (long term)
• build a work exchange/ internship program with local colleges (studio intern, admin intern) (long term)

• Clean barns and facilities (Spring 2018- ongoing)
• Build out studios (Late Spring 2018)
• Paint Remaining Downstairs Rooms in House (Spring/Summer 2018)
• Prepare and Furnish 5 bedrooms (Spring 2018)
• Create the Elizabeth Murray library of art books (Spring 2018)
• Launch pilot program (Summer 2018)
• Mount an exhibition of Artists in Residence at Collar Works (September/October 2018)
• Program Evaluation (Fall 2018)
• Develop application process for 2019 (Fall 2018)
• Develop a 3-5 year plan for the residency program, which includes developing a Family Residency Program

in support of emerging artists and their families (Fall 2018)
• Continue to develop resources for year 2, seek multi-year funding.



Artist residency in honor of the internationally-recognized, visionary artist Elizabeth 
Murray (1940-2007), launches in Washington County, NY	

Elizabeth Murray in her studio, Spring 1991. Photo Brigitte Lacombe 
© The Murray-Holman Family Trust



FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: June 21, 2018	
PRESS CONTACT: Elizabeth Dubben, Executive Director	

edubben@collarworks.org, 518.285.0765	

SUMMARY	

• The Elizabeth Murray Artist Residency by Collar Works launches June 23, 2018 on the
Washington County 77-acre farm estate of the late, internationally-recognized, visionary

painter, printmaker and draughtsman, Elizabeth Murray	
(b. 1940, Chicago; d. 2007, New York).	

• In its inaugural season, the residency will host 14+ U.S. based artists working in a range
of mediums from painting, drawing, photography, sculpture, printmaking, and 

performance.	

• Troy, New York-based Collar Works, a nonprofit contemporary arts organization, will
administer the program in collaboration with the Murray-Holman family.	

TROY + GRANVILLE, NEW YORK – Collar Works, a nonprofit contemporary arts organization 
in Troy, New York announces the launch of the Elizabeth Murray Artist Residency, founded in 
honor of the late, internationally-recognized and groundbreaking visionary artist, Elizabeth 
Murray. Collar Works has partnered with the Murray-Holman family, to locate the residency on 
their bucolic 77-acre farm in Washington County, New York near Granville. The farm was the 
longtime summer home and studio of Elizabeth Murray, where she and her husband, poet and 
arts activist Bob Holman, together with their children, split their time between a TriBeCa loft and 
their classic upstate farmhouse.	

In its inaugural summer season, the residency will host 14+ U.S. based artists over one month, 
working in a range of mediums, for one- to four-week periods. Artists will be housed onsite in 
the farmhouse, and will have access to private loft studios in the cathedral-like dairy 
barn.  Murray’s studio, within the converted barn adjacent to the loft and where many of her 
iconic paintings on shaped canvases were created, will serve as a communal space dedicated 
to critiques, lectures, exhibits, and performances.	

“As a family we are excited to collaborate with Collar Works, and to have artists once 
again make work in the place that Elizabeth loved so much.”	
 — the Murray-Holman Family	

As an artist, Murray’s family and domestic life were central to her career. Future phases of the 
residency are scoped to support artists as parents, a distinctive and unique offering for artist 
residencies within the U.S. and abroad. In the spirit of its namesake – the residency will offer 
emerging and mid-career artists the time, space and opportunity to take risks, and create new 
work while engaging in meaningful dialogue with other residents and curators. Collar Works will 
act as administrator and coordinator of the residency program, working in close collaboration 
with the Murray-Holman family.  This pilot program is funded, in part, by individual donors who 
believe in its vision and potential impact, as well as Collar Works’ role as a steward. Collar 
Works is actively seeking support to fund the future development of the residency program.	



“Elizabeth Murray has and continues to inspire countless creatives – especially emerging artists 
on the periphery– to take risks and press the boundaries of their art making.” Remarks Elizabeth 
Dubben, Executive Director, “What Murray embodied in her life and work, is synergistic with the 
mission of Collar Works. It’s an incredible honor for our organization to bring this project to life in 
collaboration with the Murray-Holman family. We look forward to a successful pilot and to the 
residency’s continued growth after its inaugural season, together keeping Murray's ethos alive 
while enriching the cultural vibrancy of the Capital and Upstate regions of New York State”.	

Elizabeth Murray belonged to a generation of artists who emerged in the 1970s and whose 
exposure to Cubist-derived Minimalism and Surrealist-influenced Pop inspired experimentation 
with new modes of expression that would bridge the gap between these two historical models. 
In this context, Murray produced a singularly innovative body of work. Warping, twisting, and 
knotting her constructed canvases, she has given the elastic shapes of classic surrealism a 
space in their own image.	

Murray spent much of her childhood drawing. In 1958 she enter the School of the Art Institute of 
Chicago to become a commercial artist, but work by Paul Cézanne inspired her to pursue 
painting instead. After earning a BFA from the Institute in 1962 and an MFA from Mills College, 
Oakland in 1964, she moved to New York, where she developed her mature style.	

Murray first exhibited at the Paula Cooper Gallery in 1974. Murray’s work has been the subject 
of nearly sixty solo exhibitions in galleries around the world since her New York City debut in the 
1972 Annual Exhibition: Contemporary American Painting at the Whitney Museum of American 
Art and has participated in six Whitney Biennial exhibitions since 1973. A comprehensive 
exhibition including over seventy-five paintings and works on paper, from the earliest phase of 
Murray’s career in the 1960s through her most recent work was presented at the Museum of 
Modern Art in 2005 (only the fourth by a woman in the history of the Department of Painting and 
Sculpture a distinction previously given only to Louise Bourgeois, Lee Krasner and Helen 
Frankenthaler).	

Murray received numerous awards for her work, including the Skowhegan Medal in Painting in 
1986 and a MacArthur Foundation “genius” award in 1999. In addition to her teaching position at 
Bard College (Annandale-on-Hudson, NY), Murray held visiting faculty appointments at a 
number of American colleges and universities throughout her stellar career. Her work can be 
found in over forty public collections in the United States and was recently documented in the 
film Everybody Knows... Elizabeth Murray (2016), by Director Kristi Zea. The Estate of Elizabeth 
Murray is represented by Pace Gallery, New York.	

Collar Works is a nonprofit contemporary art space located in Troy, New York. Its mission is to 
support emerging, underrepresented artists and curators, working in any media, creating 
provocative and culturally-relevant artworks as a way of enriching the cultural life of the region. 
Collar Works provides a venue for community dialogue focused on serious and spirited 
artworks, educating the public through exhibitions, gallery talks, lectures, workshops and 
community outreach activities.	
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You might think that opening a nonprofit art gallery in the shadow of a recession

is crazy, but for the founders and board of Collar Works in Troy, it's a matter of

necessity and a labor of love.

"For the people involved, it's something we're passionate about, something we can't

help but do," says Ben Hillis, a board member.

In 2009, Colin Boyd and Sanford Mirling were students in the MFA program at the

University at Albany, trying to get their work seen. As Troy residents, they'd noticed

empty buildings in their neighborhoods and took matters into their own hands,

https://www.timesunion.com/entertainment/article/Collar-Works-gallery-aims-to-shake-up-region-
3441328.php

Collar Works gallery aims to shake up region
Collar Works gallery in Troy aims to shake up art world

IMAGE 1 OF 10

Collar Works Board of Directors Colin Boyd, Kristin Boyd, Ben Hillis, Jennifer Hunold, Jenny Kemp, Sanford

Mirling, Kevin Mullen, Jake Winiski and Georgia Wohnsen in Troy, NY Friday March 16, 2012.( Michael P.

... more
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More Information

On exhibit

"Transmissions: Work by Katherine
Bennett"

mounting pop-up shows in empty spaces, eventually naming the roaming gallery

"Collar Works."

But they needed a physical space to go with the name and found it on the third floor of

444 River St. "We stumbled on this space, which was basically derelict ... and slowly

cleaned it up," says Mirling. They transformed the space bit by bit, finishing out 900

square feet at time to get it to the 2,700-square-foot gallery it is now.

They realized they needed reinforcements and began recruiting friends. Boyd's wife,

Kristin, also an artist, got involved and so did Hillis, associate director and curator at

Salem Art Works. Hillis brought organizational skills and connections, setting up a

meeting with the executive director at Salem Art Works, Anthony Cafritz, who advised

them on establishing nonprofit status.

For Boyd and the others, that nonprofit status is key. "We distinguish ourselves by

focusing not on the sale of artworks but the showing of artworks. It's one of the key

elements of Collar Works. We've thrived so far on almost nothing." Still, when

contracting with exhibiting artists they explain that while they take no commission,

they do hope both artist and buyer will "contribute to the cause," as Mirling puts it.

For nonprofit status they needed a board of directors, so artists who were already

involved signed on: fellow UAlbany MFA alumni Jennifer Hunold, Jake Winiski,

Georgia Wohnsen, as well as Jenny Kemp, currently an MFA candidate. Kemp's

husband, Kevin Mullen, also joined the cause, bringing with him nonprofit experience

from his day job at Easter Seals New York of the Capital Region.

This board is more like a staff, with everyone finding their roles, from building walls to

writing contracts. "The attitude here is that whatever the show and the artists need, we

do our best to make that happen," says Hunold.

They say artists who've shown there

appreciate the enthusiasm and

freedom they're afforded. When

artists approach with an idea,
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Where: Collar Works, 444 River Street,
third floor, Troy

When: March 30 through May 11,
receptions on March 30 and April 27, 5
p.m. to 9 p.m. Open by appointment.

Admission: Free

Info: collarworksart@gmail.
http://www.collarworks.org/collar_works.html

Wohnsen says, "we've humored it —

tell us your idea, let's work

something out. It's more like a

laboratory than some other places

in the area."

The ambitious broader mission of

the gallery is to not only promote

progressive art by emerging young

artists but also to transform the

Capital Region's art community by

forging ties with other art programs and organizations.

In its short history the gallery has hosted close to 100 solo and group shows, such as

last fall's "in-organic," which offered a fresh take on fiber art.

As Hillis puts it, "For us, the biggest thing is that Collar Works pushes for more

progressive work in the Capital District, to give those works a home" they might not

find elsewhere in the region. Their new season begins Friday with the opening of a

show by Philadelphia artist Katherine Bennett, who uses light and sound to create

interactive installations. Bennett answered an open call for art, which they advertise

locally and nationally. They also periodically invite guests to curate shows.

Corinna Ripps Schaming, curator and associate director of the University Art

Museum at University at Albany, and a guest curator this year, says, "I really respect

what they've already done, to say nothing about their plans for the future."

Hunold has a modest prediction for that future: "I just feel like the direction we're going

with this collective partnership is going to knock the socks off the Capital Region."

Amy Griffin is a frequent contributor to the Times Union.

© 2018 Hearst Communications, Inc.
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Art as expression, art as self-fulfilment, art as lament and hope, art as

exploration. Art as freedom. Where is all of this more important, and more true,

than in jail? Collar Works gives face and space to the artwork of and about the

incarcerated in a show with the inevitably loaded title, "Dislocations: artists respond to

Mass Incarceration."

The show, organized by Evelyne Leblanc-Roberge and Melissa Sarris with Collar Works,

is certainly an outlet for individual voices rarely heard, but it also has form and impact

due to the facilitation and invention by four outside artists working with the prison

https://www.timesunion.com/entertainment/article/Dislocations-exhibit-features-collaborations-
12976845.php

'Dislocations' exhibit features collaborations with
artists, prisoners
Exhibit features works that give voice to creative expression of those behind bars

IMAGE 1 OF 15

Melissa Sarris, "Sewn Together," in collaboration with children from the Greater Hudson Promise

Neighborhood. 2017, cotton fabrics. (Photo by William Yaeger)
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population. The show is beautifully installed, and the artwork is part sadness and part

outrage. It isn't really the final work in the show that matters (though some of it is well

made, powerful stuff), but mostly what the work says about a large, shadowy part of

our world that desperately needs attention and transparency.

A major part of the installation is a series of walls that mix images and text and open

space, created by Leblanc-Roberge with around 10 collaborators serving life sentences

at various institutions. She explained by phone that over a period of three years she

wanted to "on paper create a dialog about living spaces." It really boils down to that,

since those with life sentences have to reimagine the incarcerated spaces as home.

The artist asked them, by old fashioned letter, to "Describe the spaces in which you live

and those you are longing for, dreaming about." She created photographs in response

to their answers, which she then sent back to them. They responded with texts and

drawings. Leblanc-Roberge wove what she called "fragments of conversations" on the

walls of the gallery, combining these texts with her photographs. The full extent of this

project is expansive, and available in an impressive book published by Publication

Studio Hudson in Troy.

It isn't a footnote to add that every incarcerated collaborator received five copies of the

book, published in a form acceptable to the institutions holding them. They also got an

honorarium for their contributions, a remarkable consideration. Leblanc-Roberge also

has two other pieces worth separate appreciation, a pair of walls meant to mimic

institutional concrete and the opposite, an open blue sky, as well as a video project

about redefining interior and exterior spaces (visible by night only if you make a drive

by the gallery on River Road).

The full meaning of "Dislocations" comes forward in many other works, as well, like the

embroidered phrases derived from questions posed to men in Green Haven

Correctional Facility in an ongoing participatory project arranged by Melissa Sarris.

Sarris also helped oversee a quilt-making project last year focusing on the impact of

incarceration on families in Columbia County. Furthermore, check out the chocolate

bars in yet another project.
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More Information

If you go:

"Dislocations"

When: Through July 14

Where: Collar Works, 621 River St.,
Troy

Hours: Thursday and Friday, noon - 6
p.m., Saturday noon - 4 p.m.

Admission: Free

Info: collarworks.org/exhibitions or
518-285-0765

Three published books coordinated by Beth Thielen are direct products of inmate

creativity that reveal a wonderful formal and intellectual aesthetic. And the banner-

sized reproductions of archival images assembled by TED Talk artist Alison Cornyn are

part of a larger "transmedia" project that unfolds stories of girls deemed "incorrigible"

in New York state in the last century (including, hold your breath: Ella Fitzgerald).

It takes some digging and reading to access the full impact and depth of the work of

each of these artists and their collaborators behind bars. The more you look at and

consider what is here, the more you realize how troubling it is that so many of us are

incarcerated.

The executive director of Collar Works, Elizabeth Dubben, put it this way: "I strongly feel

the artists in this exhibit are sensitive to their collaborators, the incarcerated, and share

the spotlight with them — putting their voice and creativity in the forefront of

conversation. The arts become a vessel (or vehicle) for expression, self reflection and

observation that transcends barriers and gives a voice to those who often feel they do

not have one."

William Jaeger is a frequent contributor to the Times Union.
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How do you make sense of art that is not only childlike, but also messy or even

deliberately crude? I'm not talking genuine folk art, or edgy art brut, but stuff you

might sometimes mistake as made by children.

In truth, "Informal Language" might strike you first as a surrealist playground, with

artworks filled with goofy suggestive shapes and happy, pop art colors. Whatever the

label, the four emerging artists here fill the recesses of Collar Works Gallery with

serious objects and paintings that aim to have fun.

So is this high art that aims low? Sometimes, yes.

https://www.timesunion.com/tuplus-features/article/Informal-Language-at-Troy-s-Collar-Works-Gallery-
10990679.php

'Informal Language' at Troy's Collar Works Gallery
Exhibit features work that plays with a childlike sensibility

IMAGE 1 OF 10

Danny Ginsburg, The Last Slice of Pizza, 2015 credit William Jaeger
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Take the cleverly awkward sculptures by Nadine Beauharnois, made of malleable

materials that have been shaped and stiffened, then painted with vivid colors. ''Family

Group'' is cluster of five vertical, crumpled tubes made of hardened canvas. They look

like giant, chewed cigarettes in various blues, yellows, and pinks. Animated and almost

friendly, they are also repellent, with broken tops and oozing innards.

Beauharnois's wire and plaster objects on the wall are even more gloppy and crude. A

turtle, called ''Struggle,'' tests the limits of when a child-like craft aesthetic is really

worth a visitor's trouble. I might say the same for the room-sized installation by Kelsey

Renko in the far opposite reaches of the gallery. This assault of all kinds of cardboard

painted with stripes and dots, a bag of styrofoam packing beads, a sideways love seat,

a lone cinder block, and so on all felt giddy and fun, and yet it was painfully indulgent

and unfocused.

However, Renko's three mixed media paintings on a nearby wall take that crudeness

and add a knowing formal control. Suddenly her playroom devil-may-care simplicity

congeals, and the plain colors and shapes sing out.

Danny Ginsburg teases us in the same zone between amateurism and savvy simplicity.

One stretch of four mixed media works combine caulk, oil paint, spray paint, cement,

rice and rocks in various ways to revel in basic shapes and bold colors. Deep textures

make some of them semi-sculptural, approaching, as with Beauharnois, a deliberately

unsophisticated craft. This is only confirmed by his wall of nine different shoe shapes,

made out of all kinds of materials typical of some arts and crafts schoolroom.

For me, the artist who best pulls off the playfulness of kids' art while still keeping a

convincing finish and formal power is Christine Snyder. Her sculptures greet you as

you enter the gallery, rounded blobs on the floor that range from football-sized to

several feet high. They reminded me of shapes I've seen at miniature golf courses, the

surfaces irregular, some with indents or openings in them. They are the ultimate

playground objects, lovable for their pastel colors and their amorphous shapes. No

sharp corners here.

Snyder carries this interest in form to eight small ink-and-pencil drawings that are

about simplicity without any affectation. They remain child-friendly, like doodlesPrivacy Settings
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More Information

If you go

"Informal Language"

Where: Collar Works Gallery, 621 River
St., Troy

When: Through March 18

Hours: Thursday and Friday, 12-6 p.m.,
Saturday 12-4 p.m.

Admission: Free

Info: http://collarworks.org/current/ or
285-0765

patiently elaborated, avoiding any really adult, or art school, or Chelsea gallery

intentions. By this I mean that the works manage to stay within the confines of the

show, which overall is about something naive and direct. The artists are in touch with

their materials, and with those first rudiments of art-making, the ones we stumble on

at summer camp.

From her brief comment on the wall, the curator, Jenny Kemp, might be looking at all

this a little differently, and it's worth noting the show title and its suggestion that a kind

of conversation is at work, a vocabulary of artistic mannerisms that says something

particular. And aesthetic. I'm quite sure the work doesn't fully live up to a potential of

speaking, clearly, through some primitive semiotic framework. But there are

complications here that first appearances don't let on, and if you stop and listen, you

can sometimes really hear things.

And if not, "Informal Language," however incomplete, is still a primal blast.

Jaeger is a Times Union contributor.

© 2018 Hearst Communications, Inc. Privacy Settings
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Troy

Like Collar Works Gallery itself, the roots of how four Louisiana artists came to exhibit

their work in Troy are in the University at Albany's Master of Fine Arts program.

Curator Ingrid Ludt — a graduate of the program, like most of the board members of

Collar Works — was asked to curate a show, and her mind went directly to New Orleans,

where fellow a UAlbany grad, painter Brooke Pickett, is a member of the collectively

run gallery The Front.

https://www.timesunion.com/entertainment/article/Louisiana-Sampler-a-snapshot-of-emerging-artists-
4445897.php

'Louisiana Sampler' a snapshot of emerging artists
'Louisiana Sampler' gives a snapshot of emerging artists

IMAGE 2 OF 4

Artwork by Avena Brown (Courtesy Collar Works Gallery)
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More Information

If you go

"Louisiana Sampler"

When: open by appointment; closing
reception: 5 to 9 p.m. Friday, for Troy
Night Out

Where: Collar Works Gallery, 444 River
St., third floor, Troy

Admission: Free

Info: http://www.collarworks.org,

collarworksart@gmail.com

"I knew that I wanted to exhibit artists from New Orleans pretty much from the

inception, as there seemed to be a logical connection between what Collar Works is

trying to do here and what The Front is trying to do there," says Ludt.

To be sure, the two spaces have much in common: both are run by a group of artists

determined to find a route around the commercial gallery system by pooling resources

to give exposure to young, emerging artists. As Ludt puts it, the two groups are

"kindred spirits."

The show she curated from artists of The Front, "Louisiana Sampler," is on view now at

Collar Works and includes sculpture, painting, video and installation from four artists.

Rachel Avena Brown, Kyle Bravo and Jonathan Traviesa join Pickett in a compact

show that gives a nice taste of the varied sensibilities of these artists.

The Front was founded in 2008,

three years after Hurricane Katrina

devastated New Orleans.

Establishing their gallery in a city

that's still rebounding showed their

commitment to a "spirit of

grassroots DIY determinism" in their

community, according to their

mission statement.

With so much building (and rebuilding) going on around them, it's no surprise that

architectural elements and the notion of home play a role in the work of these four

artists.
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Traviesa's documentary photo series, "Beacons Abound," is of found objects or

structures that, through his lens, seem almost like sculptures.

A large half-circle-shaped tent with two half-circle windows sits tethered to a fenced-

in parking lot. As with most of his work, the original purpose of the object is obscured

and it's certainly not the point.

In another image, a cement block wall is inexplicably covered in black plastic and taped

over with masking tape to suggest windows.

Though his statement is simply a list of words, such as "color, randomness, objects,"

he is clearly drawn to situations that play on our expectations of familiar objects

relating to home: the tent, fences, windows, a swimming pool on its side.

His photos play nicely off the work of Pickett, who also gathers found objects to use as

inspiration for her abstract paintings. The original object may not be clearly

decipherable — description is not her goal — but they are suggested. In an intriguing

piece, "Closing in Against the Weather," which alternates between thickly applied paint

and smooth surfaces, a pattern envelops a central form, as if it's caught in a net or

fenced in.

In her lovely, spare walnut ink drawings from a series called, "Choosing Your Home

Plans," she plays with space and perspective as she focuses on exposed construction

elements such as corners and beams.

Bravo's large self-portrait, "Reaching Over Wall," has the artist pinned in by the support

beams of the gallery. This charcoal wall drawing depicts the artist, much larger-than-

life, on his knees, desperately reaching for a bag of gold, which remains just out of

reach on the other side of a doorway. Confined by the space around him, his goal

remains unattainable.

Avena Brown's knitted sculptures are not about architecture, but she does reference

home. She says in her statement that she's using household materials and "erasing the

functionality of the objects to create anomalies in space" to make connections

between "the body, the spirit, and the universal light that surrounds us." I don't knowPrivacy Settings
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about that — in fact, I'm not sure what it means, but her large, knitted pieces are well-

crafted pieces that nicely reject traditional ideas about the use of so-called "craft"

materials. Brown also has a video included in the show but its execution isn't nearly as

skillful as her sculptures.

Coming from a city that has seen so many displaced residents, it's no wonder that

structures, found objects and thoughts of home would be on the minds of these

artists.

It's a good match for Collar Works, as much for the raw, reclaimed space they occupy

as for the shared nonprofit but still entrepreneurial spirits of the two collective gallery

projects.

Amy Griffin is a freelance writer in Delmar.

© 2018 Hearst Communications, Inc.
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Art, activism combine in 'Nasty Women' exhibit
Troy's art scene slated to get 'nasty' this weekend
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“Resist #1” and “Resist #2,” works by Theresa Van Duyne, are among the items for sale at the “Nasty Women of the North” exhibit. PHOTOGRAPHER: PROVIDED

TROY — The Troy art scene is slated to get “nasty” this weekend with an exhibit/fundraiser and slew of events organized by The Feminist Art Project of Upstate New York.

It’s a weekend they’re calling “Nasty Women of the North,” taking place at The Arts Center of the Capital Region and Collar Works in Troy. The Upstate group is part of the The
Feminist Art Project, an international initiative which celebrates the feminist art movement, along with the aesthetic, intellectual and political impact of women within the art
community.

Madison LaVallee and Claire Sherwood, both sculptors, founded the regional branch of TFAP shortly after the 2016 presidential election. So far they’ve hosted gatherings and happy
hour events, but the “Nasty Women of the North” is their �rst large-scale exhibit.

Over 100 artists from the Capital Region and across the country have come together to create the exhibition. It’s not only packed with visual arts, but performance art, �lm and
music.

The show is inspired by the national “Nasty Women” exhibit that was shown earlier this year at the Knockdown Center in Queens, New York earlier this year. The exhibit was focused
on feminism and activist-driven artwork. The show also helped to raise money for Planned Parenthood.

“Nasty Women of the North” is similar, with 156 in the visual art exhibit alone, all of which will be on sale at the opening on Friday. 100 percent of every sale goes to the Upper
Hudson Planned Parenthood. Visitors can bid on the artwork, which will be priced at $100 or less.

There will also be performance art, �lm screenings at the Arts Center and a musical performance from The Magdalens, an Albany-based feminist alt-folk/rock band.

Artists like Melissa Sarris will be performing an interactive performance piece at Collar Works on Friday evening. She’ll have vintage typewriters set up to represent various points in
feminist theory and will be asking gallery goers to write feminist love letters.

“It’s really a visually compelling show,” said Elizabeth Dubben, the executive director of Collar Works.  
LaVallee also noted that it’s a very inclusive show. All artists who wanted to submit or be a part of the show in some way were welcomed.

“I hope the exhibition provides a sense of community, inclusiveness, and the realization that we are all in this together. It’s important that artists, creative movers-and-shakers, and
Planned Parenthood feel supported by each other and the community at large,” LaVallee said.

“There’s been a lot of anxiety and frustration in our sociopolitical community,” Dubben said.

She hopes this exhibition and all the events centered around it will give people in the community an opportunity to come together in a unique way.

“It’s bringing people together to hopefully cultivate change,” Dubben said.

For more information on the exhibit, visit collarworks.org.

Here’s a brief look at the schedule:

Thursday

6 p.m. at Collar Works Gallery (621 River St. Troy)

Making it in the Margins: A zero-waste �ve-course dinner created by chef Brandon Schatko, the executive chef of Plumb Oyster Bar, will be served to bene�t the Upper Hudson
Planned Parenthood. There will also be a preview of the exhibition. Tickets are $75 per person.

Friday

5 p.m. to 9 p.m. at Collar Works

Nasty Women exhibition and art auction: Gallery goers can experience the exhibition and bid on their favorite pieces. All pieces are $100 or less and sales go to the Upper
Hudson Planned Parenthood. 

Saturday

11 a.m.-1 p.m. at Collar Works

MoonBee (or SewingBee): Community members can come in to sew menstrual pads to be given to girls in the poorest communities worldwide as a part of the Mooncatcher
Project.

12 p.m. at Collar Works

Poetry discussion on Women Writers Poets and The Elephant in the Room: What’s Race Got to Do with Me and My Creative Work. Organized by Dawn Marar.

1 p.m. at the Arts Center (265 River St., Troy)

Performance by The Magdalens, an Albany-based female fronted alt-folk/rock band 
3 p.m. at the Arts Center
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Screening of “!Women Art Revolution” and roundtable discussion

Sunday

2 p.m. at the Arts Center

Screening of the documentary “Our Now”

3 p.m. at the Arts Center 
“Rite of Passage,” a performance piece by Erin Helfert and Nina C. Young

Last Chance

“Nexus,” SculptureNow’s 2017 outdoor exhibition at The Mount in Lenox, Massachusetts, will be closing on October 31.

It’s an expansive exhibition, with 30 works spread out among the grounds of author Edith Warton’s home.

One sculpture, “Yellow Peril,” is spread out across the forest �oor at The Mount. It includes 120 seemingly fragile yellow bowls created by Setsuko Winchester to symbolize the
120,000 people of Japanese ancestry who were taken to concentration camps during World War II.

Other pieces are large than life, including artist James N. Burnes “Nine Piece Ring.”

“I create forms from nature that express our intimate relationship with Mother Earth. I am drawn to the tension between the natural and organic, man and nature, time and decay,”
said Burnes in a statement.

What at �rst look like giant mosquito nets are actually Ann Jon’s installation “Netting for Water.”

“My work is an adventure, exploring new forms and media, hoping the viewer’s eye, mind, and heart will experience the sculpture visually, creating their own narrative or message,”
Jon said in a statement.

To �nd out more about the exhibit visit sculpturenow.org or edithwharton.org. The Mount is located at 2 Plunkett Street, Lenox, MA.

l View Comments

P R E M I U M  C O N T E N T

Editorial: Make a di�erence: Vote today
6:40 AM

At the Table: Wagon Train BBQ looks great, but visitors hit a few ruts
6:00 AM
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If you're driving southbound on Albany's Fuller Road in the next couple of weeks,

you may see something that will jar you out of your construction traffic stupor. A

digital LED billboard at the corner of Fuller Road and Cherry Street will not be trying to

sell you anything. That alone is revolutionary, but what will be in place of the usual

advertising is also kind of radical: art.

In a break from the usual visual noise, the artwork of 70 artists, six of whom are from

the Capital Region, will have their work projected on the billboard in a show that will run

on a two-hour loop for two weeks. If all goes as Billboard Art Project director and

https://www.timesunion.com/entertainment/article/Billboard-Art-Project-to-come-to-Albany-3667057.php

Billboard Art Project to come to Albany
Billboard Art Project to come to Albany
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Kimberly Witham, "Still Life with Woodpecker and Scissors" will be exhibited at Collar Works Gallery in ?

Gilding the Collapse: Artists of the Billboard Art Project.? (Courtesy Collar Works Gallery)
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More Information

On exhibit

Billboard Art Project

When: Noon Monday through 11:59
p.m. Sunday, July 15

founder David Morrison hopes, the billboard will become a destination for something

to see.

"When you really go out and experience it and you meet people and allow yourself to

have conversations, it becomes very special," says Morrison, who's mounted billboard

shows in 11 cities across the country, with several more planned this year.

The Billboard Art Project was founded in 2010 when Morrison happened to see a

screen test being run on a newly installed digital billboard in his hometown of

Richmond, Va. Though the images were basic stock images of sunsets and flowers, the

fact that they were not there for the purpose of advertising was so unexpected and

exciting that it gave him an idea.

"At first, I was going to put up images of my own — a vehicle to transport drivers

somewhere else while they're in their car. Friends got interested and all of sudden,

there was this point of entry for people to express themselves and then to give people

something other than advertising, there's a great synergy there."

The process is simple — a call goes out through local arts organizations and in

national arts magazines, and all who submit are accepted. "This is the democratization

of a space that's normally used for corporate advertisements. What will appeal to the

audience that's passing by is as random as what's submitted," Morrison says.

Troy-based artist Gina Occhiogrosso will be showing her paintings of destroyed

billboards, most recently seen in "Flux" at the Arts Center of the Capital Region in

Troy. "I think the possibilities are pretty interesting," says Occhiogrosso, who is an art

professor at The College of Saint Rose.

Bringing art to a broad range and

large number of people is key to the

project. While some people might

rarely visit galleries or museums,

everyone sees billboards.
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Where: Southeast side of Fuller Road
at Cherry Street

Info:

http://www.billboardartproject.org

At Collar Works

When the Billboard Art Project opens
next week, the public will see artwork
writ large on a billboard over Fuller
Road. Concurrently, Collar Works
Gallery will be presenting the work of
18 artists who've participated in past
projects across the country. Designing
art for a huge digital billboard is often
a new way of working for many artists.
The work in "Gilding the Collapse:
Artists of the Billboard Art Project" will
showcase a variety of work on a more
modest scale, including photo,
painting, video and installation.
Curator Jennifer Hunold, who helped
convince the folks at B.A.P. to come to
Albany, wanted to both foster
community engagement with the
project and highlight past artists who
are interested in "inserting meaning
into their worlds, creating or
destroying realities." A Q&A with
Billboard Art Project director David
Morrison and president Claire Accardo
will coincide with the exhibition
opening Friday night. 5 to 9 p.m.
Friday, Collar Works, 444 River St., third
floor, Troy. (319) 530-5058;

http://www.collarworks.org

Jennifer Hunold, a board member

of Collar Works Gallery, read about

the project and invited them to

Albany. Hunold helped with scouting

billboard locations and proposed

doing a gallery show.

"I wanted to exhibit professional

work by artists who had done the

project in previous cities and show it

in tandem with the billboard in

Albany, to get dynamic engagement

with the art from the public and the

area art crowd," explains Hunold.

Many artists make a very different

kind of work for the billboards, and

most who see the billboards don't

make a connection with the artists'

other work, says Morrison.

"This show has been such a great

offering to our participating artists

in that it rewards them with the

opportunity to show their work in a

new and exciting gallery setting." He

hopes the gallery show will fuel

excitement for the billboard

exhibition.

The Billboard Art Project has only

two paid employees — one is the Claire Accardo, the president, who is also Morrison's

girlfriend and an early contributor. The other is Sandra Mello, Web developer. For all, it

appears to be a labor of love.
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Although they accept donations and pursue grants, Morrison, a tile restoration

specialist by day and public art crusader by night, basically funds the exhibitions

himself. For the full experience he needs the premium digital billboards, so the Albany

location will run $8,000 for two weeks.Morrison sees it as his civic duty.

"It's gotten expensive, but not only do I really love the project but I also feel there's a

really intrinsic value to it. I do it because it's good for the world."

Amy Griffin is a freelance writer and a frequent contributor to the Times Union.

© 2018 Hearst Communications, Inc.
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It's like a parlor game. Take 20 area artists, put their names in a hat, and have

each get one of the other artists assigned to them. Gestate for a year, time for

each to make an artwork in response to their temporary muse. So artist A uncovers an

affinity with artist C, and artist B does an inverted mime of artist F, who in turn is

inspired by artist D, who does a riff off of artist H.

What you get is "Howdy Doody," the deliberately interwoven kickoff exhibition for the

brand new Collar Works gallery space in Troy. With its concrete floors, floating white

square walls, and glowing halogen lights, the gallery is a hybrid between its old

https://www.timesunion.com/tuplus-features/article/Collar-City-Works-delivers-solid-show-based-on-
6707581.php

Collar City Works delivers solid show based on joint
artistic dialogues
Collar Works delivers solid opening show based on pairings of local artists
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The Pitch Axis (Installation view), Matt Tiernan, 2015, Oil and enamel on panel, 24" x 24" / Photo: Collar

Works
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industrial roots down River Street and high-end Chelsea chic. The show is elevated in

part because of the space that holds it, and the work, all freshly made, rises to the

occasion. It doesn't get any better than this.

"Howdy Doody" is funny, revelatory, inventive, and bracing. It makes no excuse for all

the necessary back-patting and back-scratching. From vivid pink sexualized sculpture

to a finely gridded work on paper, from video projections to a large site-specific mural,

from a minimalist painted carpet runner to a bear/canoe paddling around on his back,

the show boasts and bellows: Collar Works is back. It has a big new permanent space,

and it has the support of our best artists.

At the far end, Fernando Orellana's white neon capital letters ask: "What are stripes?"

It seems to be a conceptual joke, obscure until you learn that his assigned muse was

Jenny Kemp, known for her paintings made of repeating lines. Michael Oatman's

punny piece, "Roll Model," referring to Abraham Ferraro's obsessive use of postal

materials, is a fat roll of stickers emblazoned with Ferraro's name and image. Danny

Goodwin's conceptually grounded inkjet print titled (in part), "This is Not a Photograph

of Nothing," drawing from Leah Rico's earlier works incorporating a "Baconian bilateral

code," embeds his title into a checkerboard whole.

To say the work in the show is all over the place is a compliment. It soars and dives

and turns on a dime. Some of it is inwardly focused homage, some makes you think

about what is art, and some, like Sanford Mirling's large hot pink balls pushing a broom

(an "interpretation" of the work of Sharon Bates), is an unrestrained guffaw. Ferraro's

own ''She Was Electric'' draws directly from Mirling's work by creating a 4-foot-tall

vagina on the wall out of pink extension cords, with white rope lights pouring out of it

onto the floor. Both of these succeed as sculpture, as humor and as commentary about

their assigned artists.

In one of the most involved and funniest pieces, "DOGGONE: Canis Domesticus,"

Sharon Bates plays with her own found-object history by starting with the

archaeologically inspired "phenomenological history" art of Colin Boyd. A patch of

artificial grass has been excavated, revealing buried dog biscuits that form the outline

of a dog. It looks like hole 19 at a miniature golf course.
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More Information

If you go

"Howdy Doody"

Where: Collar Works, 621 River St.,
Troy

When: Through Jan. 30, open every
Saturday from noon-3 p.m.

Admission: Free

Info: www.collarworks.org

In an introduction to the catalog of artist statements, guest curator Leona Christie

says the show "is animated by a form of ventriloquism." Her core idea, linking artists

through what she calls "a process of guided randomness," grew from more casual

beginnings into a clever, creative act of its own. If you want, you can cruise the show

and absorb the pieces on surface levels, as independent works. But reading the 20

statements (or Googling the artists) injects essential, embedded meanings, and it's

worth it. You can even zigzag through the show connecting one artist to the next to the

next, getting to nearly everyone in one thread.

The artists here are an extended family — our family. We do in fact have a working,

interlocked "community of artists," a defining building block for any true "art scene."

Meaning really great local art, worth seeing, supporting, buying and sharing. And

writing about. Starting right here.

Jaeger is a frequent contributor to the Times Union.

© 2018 Hearst Communications, Inc.
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Collar Works: Solid future, new exhibit
William Belcher (http://thealt.com/author/w-b-belcher/) | Wednesday, April 19 2017

Founded in 2009 as an artist collective, Collar Works was created to give voice to the contemporary arts in the Capital Region. From the start, its mission was
to “support emerging artists and underrepresented artists working in any media, exhibiting challenging and culturally relevant contemporary artworks.” At
first, their exhibitions were presented in various vacant spaces throughout downtown Troy. For a few years, a workable space at 444 River Street served as
home, but more recently, Collar Works moved into a new 4,000 square-foot gallery space at Hudson Arthaus on 621 River Street. It also hired its first Execu-
tive Director, Elizabeth Dubben.

This April, Dubben celebrated her one-year anniversary at Collar Works. By all signs and signals, it’s been an exhilarating and productive year for the organi-
zation. “I’m interested in how arts and community work together, and it’s exciting to be part of a community that’s aligned with my own vision,” she notes.
“The Troy community, which has a lot of momentum and energy, has played a big role in our success.” As Collar Works has settled into its new gallery space,
it has also worked hard to increase its visibility, offer new and interesting programs, and connect with potential collaborators and partners.  

Important work is being completed behind the scenes as well. Brainstorming sessions on vision and strategy are displayed on large poster paper taped to the
walls behind Dubben’s office. It’s clear that the board is actively engaged in planning for the future. “It’s a very enthusiastic and committed board,” she says.
“We’re working on both the internal planning and the external programming at the same time.” She notes the desire to continue the organization’s momen-
tum while staying true to their founding mission and history as a collective. The successful Collard Greens Dinner + Dialogue series (a fundraising event, cu-
rated dinner, and lively panel discussion) is an example of how Collar Works has broadened its offerings and raised its profile through mission-driven events.
It’s found a way to grow, which is easier said than done for many arts startups in the Capital Region.
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Soon, Collar Works will launch The LAB, which will utilize the rear alcove in the gallery as an incubator space for emerging curators or artists who want to ex-
plore an idea or experiment with new work. The program, which is in a pilot stage, will support artists and curators while, at the same time, give the audience
a glimpse into the creative process. The artist Jacqueline Weaver will be first up at The LAB, where she’ll present her participatory work “The Border Project.”
Collar Works will release details soon.  

When asked about what’s ahead, Dubben notes that Collar Works’ long-term vision includes offering studio spaces and residencies for artists, expanding its
public programs and activities, and continuing to create inroads with other Troy organizations and community members. “We’ll remain true to our goal to
support emerging and underrepresented artists, but Collar Works is also focused on the community experience,” Dubben explains. “We’ll continue to create
events or programs where artists and community members share a space for dialogue.”

Of course, the exhibitions on display in the gallery generate the bulk of the dialogue, buzz, and activity, and the latest exhibition, Material Witness, is no
exception.

Material Witness: The Object of Photography

Curated by Justin Baker, Bill Jaeger, and Rob O’Neil, Material Witness is on display through April 29. It features work from nine artists – a few from the Cap-
ital Region or Hudson Valley and others from further afield, like Toronto, Boston (by way of Russia), and Philadelphia. “All of the artists in the exhibition are
using photography in new and interesting ways,” Dubben says. “They’re pushing the boundaries of what photography is and what it can be.”

First and foremost, it’s a wonderful exhibition, interesting and remarkable for its range of work, presentation, and the dedication to its theme. Second, my
summary notes on the work, which are included below, will not do the art justice. I encourage anyone who enjoys contemporary art and photography to visitor
Collar Works’ gallery on River Street before it closes at the end of the month to see the work firsthand.      

Ellie Krakow’s “Arm Armature” is the first work you see when you enter the gallery. In her artist statement, Krakow notes her obsession with armature “used
to display ancient fragments in museums, to hold subjects for long-exposure photography, to set broken bones with medical devices.” Her work collides the
practice of photography and sculpture, offering the viewer a jarring look at “posturing, transformation, and loss that armatures and display methods represent
today.”

Anna Yeroshenko’s photographs, appropriately titled “Hidden Dimensions,” are architectural and layered. As the viewer focuses on the images, they seem to
unfold into sculptures. “I reimagine flat building facades as three-dimensional structures in order to add new depth to the photographs,” she writes.
Yeroshenko, a Russian photographer who lives in Boston, encourages the audience to “rethink architectural, aesthetic, and urban planning choices that
shapes our lives.”  

Next to Yeroshenko’s work, Nathan Bain’s video diptych provides images from New York State Mesonet, which is a network of 125 weather data collection
sites across the state. One video provides a live feed from security cameras at the sites, while a second video provides images of the same sites 12 hours prior.
It is all automated, and it offers an oddly captivating view at objective scenes across the state.

Scott Nelson Foster’s watercolors, which offer a near photographic view of locations, objects, and landmarks, and Danny Goodwin’s checkerboard grids and
pegboard surfaces may be familiar to art-goers in the Capital Region, but they both offer work that nests perfectly inside the cutators’ vision for Material Wit
ness.

In the center of the gallery, Nicola Kinch’s installation combines large format photographs of tree trunks, which hang flat from the ceiling to floor, with a flock
of birds projected on a wall from an old overhead projector. The view of nature she depicts is an illusion created with man-made machines (projector, cranks,
optical devices), designed to “draw parallels between the mediated photographic experience and the construction of romantic thought.”

Toronto artist Sarah Comfort’s photo-based images are woven in electronic jacquard, which “acknowledges the historical relationship between digital, pixel-
based images and jacquard weaving technology.” While in the alcove, Matt Frieburghaus offers a captivating mix of video, sound, and manipulated media.
Frieburghaus is Chair of the Department of Art and Digital Media at Marist College.

Lastly, Hudson Valley artist Robert Hite, who is perhaps the best known and most established artist in the exhibition, shows work from his “Imagined Histo-
ries: Sculptures in Hudson Valley Landscapes” series. Hite creates sculptures, which he notes are an “homage to people who make homes from found materi-
als and who have scant resources,” and photographs the sculptures in situ in nature. The photographs themselves are stunning. More than that though, the
scenes he creates begin to generate a narrative while, at the same time, offer a shift of perception when the viewer begins to reconcile the scale of the sculpture
against the environment. Both the sculptures and the photographs are on view.   

Dubben notes that the show creates a dialogue between artists in the immediate region and those outside the area. This is one of Collar Works’ main objec-
tives – to creative opportunities for artists working in contemporary art. She explains that often these opportunities stem from presenting emerging artists
alongside established artists, and sometimes they stem from connecting regional artists with artists from other areas. “Collar Works presents fresh and inter-
esting ways to look at contemporary art and to engage with contemporary art,” she notes. This is true for both artist and audience. Material Witness certainly
achieves these goals and then some.
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If the Internet's infancy was in the 1960s, its adolescence would be those

awkward years in the 1990s when the general public was just getting to know it.

According to Collar Works Gallery founding board member Sanford Mirling, those

years mirror the artist Patrick Mohundro's adolescence. In effect, they grew up

together, so Mohundro's new show at Collar Works, "Dial-Up/Make New Connection,"

might be about a kind of geek nostalgia as much as anything.

Drawing inspiration from outdated Internet graphics as his starting point, Mohundro

creates abstract drawings and paintings, as well as videos and soundscapes. The

https://www.timesunion.com/entertainment/article/Patrick-Mohundro-explores-iconography-of-the-
3630772.php

Patrick Mohundro explores iconography of the
digital age
Patrick Mohundro explores iconography of early Internet age
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Patrick Mohundro's "Broken Image Icon," 2012 (Courtesy the artist)
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entire exhibition works together as an immersive environment as the sounds of dial up

— screeching modem, dial tones, the AOL guy's "Hello" — echo throughout the gallery.

Curated by Collar Works board member Benjamin H. Hillis, the show is the

culmination of work Mohundro did while in residency at the Salem Art Works, where

Hillis is curator and associate director. In a video on the Salem Art Works website, the

artist says that he's interested in this particular era of the Internet as a way to get

viewers to reflect on the "limbo between the time when you're connected and when

you're not connected."

This idea is most literally investigated in a large video projection in which a computer

screen shows someone connecting through dial-up. For those of us who are used to

instantaneous connections through WiFi or cable modem, the dial-up days seem like

the dark ages (even though it wasn't that long ago). The sights and sounds of waiting

bring it all back and do raise questions about what it means to be "connected" with all

its connotations. Does the literal connection to the Internet have any relationship to

making "real" connections — with others, for instance?

Most of the paintings and drawings in the show are made up of grids and boxes from

browser windows, flow charts or recognizable logos from MS Internet Explorer and

Netscape Navigator. The dreaded hourglass — a predecessor to the omnipresent

rotating wheel that now signifies waiting (loading? buffering?) — appears several

times. In one piece, "Hourglass," it's enlarged to reveal patterns that almost suggest a

Navajo rug.

Another enlarged icon is "Broken Image Link." It's that familiar icon you get when an

image won't open. As if it had been zoomed in on, the broken link icon has been

enlarged multiple times and turned into a nice little abstract, geometric drawing. These

works are hung on a wall with several images, which also include almost impossibly

tiny versions of the Hourglass and the Broken Image Link. Here, the artist plays with

both the scale and the meaning of these recognizable icons in a satisfying way.

The grouping of works on this wall seems to be, in a way, what the artist was working

toward in trying to make sense of this new visual language. With 53 works in the show,
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More Information

On exhibit

"Dial Up/Make New Connection: New

Drawings and Paintings by Patrick

Mohundro"

When: Exhibit runs through Saturday;
artist talk — 5 p.m. Saturday

Where: Collar Works, 444 River St.,
third floor, Troy

Cost: Free

Info: http://www.collarworks.org

the sheer volume and repetition of imagery suggests that we're looking at everything

Mohundro did on this project — as if he framed it all, rather than editing. That's not

necessarily a bad thing — it reveals the progression of an idea. It's just that, with these

particular works, it seems he's finally really connecting with that idea.

In a talk entitled "," Mohundro will discuss his work at 5 p.m. Saturday.

Amy Griffin is a frequent contributor to the Times Union.

© 2018 Hearst Communications, Inc.
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Since the 1960s, performance art has been the darling and the bane of the edgy

corners of the art world. It defies easy packaging. It's hard to see since it

happens rarely, but it's sometimes hard to forget, slicing across expectations and

comfort zones. Since the aesthetic and cultural ideas of performance art come from

the same well as gallery arts like painting and sculpture, it is embraced there rather

than with theater or music.

For "Transactional Days," six performance artists have configured pieces for

presentation at the Collar Works gallery in Troy. Although four of the six do have

planned live events, the props and accoutrements of all are arranged on the walls and

https://www.timesunion.com/living/article/Performance-art-enlivening-Troy-s-Collar-Works-12805868.php

Performance art enlivening Troy's Collar Works
gallery
Six artists to enliven Collar Works gallery
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Ed Atkenson, Picasso the Poet, 2018, multimedia installation, (Photo by William Jaeger)
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floors as installations. What resides in the gallery is necessarily incomplete — one of

the artists was installing when I visited, admitting as much — but there are portions

and aspects still fully realized and compelling.

If you have a chance to see any of the live events, no doubt the whole shebang will roar

to life, but curator Justin Baker makes even the quiet gallery have an expectant pulse.

This crossover is set up nicely in Ed Atkenson's "Picasso the Poet."

A puppet show stage in the gallery is backed by three puppets on the wall. Next to

these are four tiny painted copies of famous Picassos. Ah, look again at the puppets.

One is Picasso himself, and on either side are Gertrude Stein and Alice B. Toklas.

Another wall gives us the text to a short play, an imagined and very funny encounter

between these historic titans. It's easy to picture some comic mayhem.

With a similar physical sense of stage and audience, and with hints at the content of

his work, Jack Magai has installed a chicken coop, "Chicken Dance," of floor-to-ceiling

black mesh (sans chickens). Chairs are neatly provided. A video projection on the floor

shows the artist lying down as chickens nonchalantly walk around and over his placid

body.

The most fully realized installation here has to be Valery Jung Estabrook's "Hometown

Hero (Chink)," a soft sculpture living room with an easy chair decorated with the

Confederate flag and a faux old-style television running a three-part video. The walls

are completely covered with fabric. Some 3-D wall ornaments (a picture of Robert E.

Lee and three hunting guns) have been created from cloth. The flag chair reminds us

we are in the South, which is where the artist — who is part Korean — was raised. The

television pours out exaggerated pop-culture Americana, like Twinkie ads and promos

for country and western music recordings.

Watch some TV to catch Estabrook's clever manipulations. Most obvious is when an

Asian looking performer lip-syncs to the songs being played by musicians behind her.

It's about assimilation and difference, with tinges of reluctance and embedded racism,

and yet it's made with a kind of bittersweetness, everything soft to the touch and the

music tugging on your heartstrings.
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More Information

If you go

"Transactional Days"

Where: Collar Works Gallery, 621 River
St., Troy

When: Through Saturday, April 28

Hours: Thursday-Friday noon-6 p.m.,
Saturday noon-4 p.m.

Admission: Free

Info: collarworks.org/exhibitions/ or
518-285-0765

Performances and artist talks:

scheduled for April 6, April 20, April 27,
and April 28 (see website for details)

"Transactional" is a word specific to our times but it's really a sweeping notion about

interactions — exchanges — between people (or between chickens and people). You

might squirrel out some of that concept here. But more compelling is how performance

art performs when it goes static in anticipation, or when it leaves behind detritus,

creating new vantage points.

Or new problems. Lionel Cruet shows three smallish banners hanging independently,

each with several slick Caribbean flavored photographs of palm trees and revelers.

They don't have particular clarity beyond their sunset appeal, lit by amber filtered

gallery light, and no real element of performance.

Rachel Frank throws the ecological

notion of repopulating regions with

endemic species into an artistic

spin. Two bison heads made of

fabric and wool are amazing life-

size models on a table, yet the three

dull photographs of a person

wearing one of the heads in the

Catskills seem oblivious to the dada

hilarity they project.

Which might simply prove that in

some cases, it is really the

performance that matters. Surely

the afternoon event with Frank will

enliven these suggestive

beginnings.

William Jaeger is a frequent

contributor to the Times Union

© 2018 Hearst Communications, Inc.
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From a distance, the row of small frames appears to be grainy images derived

from an esoteric process in the darkroom resulting in chemicals and light mixing

to create a funky texture on photo paper.

Move closer, the black-and-white images slowly reveal distinct patterns, somewhat in

a grid, that seem to be raised like tiny stitches, but the illusion is real.

Through an intricate process, fabric is actually woven into the digital images,

combining an old technology and a new one, merging fine art, the utilitarian and folk

art into a series dubbed "(F)lossy electronic jacquard" by Sarah Comfort.

https://www.timesunion.com/tuplus-features/article/Photo-exhibit-in-Troy-focuses-on-the-medium-
11068021.php

Photo exhibit in Troy focuses on the medium
Pushing the digital boundaries at Collar Works
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Ellie Krakow "Arm Armature 13"
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"In digital imaging, 'lossy compression' describes the use of approximate data to

render something. (F)lossy is a series of photo-based images woven in electronic

jacquard that consider the photographic as an uncanny quality that can persist beyond

an extreme loss of information and survive translation to far-removed mediums,"

writes Comfort in her artist statement.

If you are looking for what the future holds for photography, you should make a point to

see the exhibit "Material Witness" at Collar Works in Troy. With 34 objects by eight

object-makers from the Capital Region and beyond, "Material Witness" explores the

edges of digital photography and succeeds in capturing a well-rounded "snapshot" of

where the medium is headed.

Each artist employs digital photography not as final result of the process, but as a

catalyst during the process of merging paintings, drawings, sculpture, installations and

projections into their production. Some are painters and sculptors who gravitate to

photography for its ability to expand time and space, while others are photographers

who use its characteristics to redefine the frame, often sculptural in nature. Assembled

together an existential question emerges: Is photography, as we know it, dead? Hardly.

Not too long ago, there was much debate about whether the digital platform, without

the darkroom process, was a legitimate art form. Without chemically-based exposures,

"purists" saw digital as a "dumbing down" of the medium's finer qualities, while others

saw pixels' flexibility as a dynamic form. "Material Witness" strongly suggests that not

only has digital been accepted as an artistic medium, but it is the conduit to push it out

of its comfort zone into interdisciplinary projects.

Anna Yeroshenko, who lives in Boston, takes digital pictures of architectural models

and transforms them into photographic sculptures that remove the limitations of "our

thoughts and constrain our sense of self," while digital photos and carbon paper

"facilitates a transfer for the sketch to watercolors" in Siena Professor Scott Nelson

Foster's urbanscapes, creating paintings partially rendered by digital information,

including Google Maps.

Video, sound and print are used in a process that manipulates recorded digital media in

Marist Professor Matt Frieburghous' keen projection installations. Danny Goodwin, aPrivacy Settings
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More Information

If you go

"Material Witness: The Object of

Photography"

When: Through April 29

Where: Collar Works, 621 River St.,
Troy

Hours: noon-6 p.m. Thursday and
Friday; noon to 4 p.m. Saturday

"Collard Greens: Dinner + Dialogue"

professor at the University at Albany, describes his interiorscapes as "Decoys, Duds

and Dummies" often in grids, that are "an ongoing interrogation of photographic

veracity" which merges film-scratched landscapes, objects and surfaces and 3-D

printing.

An installation that spills out on to the floor in Nichola Kinch's "Love Stories: A Forest

for the Trees." "explore image and image production as finite and concrete

occurrences" based on research "that spans pre-photographic practices to computer-

aided design and manufacturing" that focus on poetic and fantastical objects as a

result.

Sculptures of arms are replicated in images in Ellie Krakow's Arm Armature series that

"integrates photography and sculpture into furniture-pedestals, a translation of

museum pedestals that suggest domestic vanities and have legs of their own."

Curated by Rob O'Neil, William Jaeger and Justin Baker, "Material Witness" sublimely

illustrates the direction of photography is taken often found at larger, big-city

museums than at an up-and-coming non-profit in a fast forward way, presenting

tantalizes glimpse of the future by intervening in photographic history by asking: What

is photography, anyway?

Tim Kane is a frequent contributor to the Times Union.
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"Collard Greens: Dinner + Dialogue"

When: 6 p.m. Thursday

Where: Collar Works, 621 River St.,
Troy

Tickets: $35, reservations required

Info: 285-0765; collarworks.org
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I really love the utterly unexpected rush of the best exhibitions at Collar Works

Gallery, which is cementing its role as the cutting-edge small venue in our region.

"What Is That Leaping in Your Chest?" is another show of new work by mostly

emerging artists, and if it is sometimes imperfect and imbalanced, it contains a few key

pillars of aesthetic surprise.

The many works here dig into the problem of achieving and defining the American

Dream. From a general call for entries, 16 artists were selected by guest curator

Alexandra Foradas, offering 16 distinctive attitudes.

https://www.timesunion.com/entertainment/article/What-Is-That-Leaping-in-Your-Chest-at-12414322.php

'What Is That Leaping in Your Chest?' at
Collarworks
Exhibit at Troy gallery examines American dreams
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Fernando Orellana "Untitled" 2017 (two channel video) photo William Jaeger
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At one extreme are eight small photographs by Susan Anthony, mostly posed portraits

of people in their simple environs around Troy. The style here is like the famous

Humans of New York project, though there is no text, just the look in the eyes and the

postures of these ordinary people, seemingly elevated by being photographed. In a

more stark way, the larger dry, perceptive photographs by Rob O'Neil give us the

contemporary American landscape, in this case around highway rest areas. These are

intentionally welcoming places, often pretty or bucolic, and O'Neil points to this beauty

as well as to some small ironies in signs, pamphlets, and pictures on the wall.

If these directly address what this country is about, other works are more challenging

or downright obtuse about it. We can speculate that Darian Longmire's Mylar teepee of

sorts, with a pillow inside and some "cosmological" sounds coming from a speaker,

reminds us that everything is relative, and temporary, and that maybe we, here and

now, are too small to matter. Or that our personal American Dream is exactly what we

make of it within the larger cosmos. Very curious stuff.

And in the installation by Vincent Romaniello we can wonder what this array of

corrugated cardboard cutouts arranged like signposts can mean, beyond their obvious

archetypal outlines: a dog, a church, a car. This idealized summary of an American

community is buttressed by the heavy white plaster bases holding them up: a battery, a

mailbox, a suitcase. Reduced to monochrome brown and white, flattened and lifeless,

they are an ideal that is only marginally animated.

Some works might be included for reasons different than the artist's first intentions.

Ryan Chase Clow's images of residences, photographed off of computer screens, digs

into some serious issues of privacy and personal identity. Here we get a more direct

feeling of what a satisfying component of an ideal life might include: the house to go

with the job, the loving family, the vacation to the shore.

Rather than try to illustrate a specific idea—the American Dream—the show really

succeeds by exploring notions around contemporary life in the United States.

Sometimes the veneer gets stripped away.

Printmaker Tatana Kellner's wall of 39 monoprints and collages looks like a playground

for poster designers, with bold text declarations and graphic figures and other iconicPrivacy Settings
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More Information

If you go

"What Is That Leaping in Your Chest?"

Where: Collar Works Gallery, 621 River
St., Troy

When: Through Dec 30

Hours: Thursday and Friday, 12-6 p.m.,
Saturday 12-4 p.m.

Admission: Free

Info: http://collarworks.org/current/ or
518-285-0765

elements intruding and layered into the tight designs. They show the deft sensibility of

a master of her art, and they play with the real currents and undercurrents of present

tense America. One example: a hand reaches out with a phone, and along the bottom in

large letters it simply says, "Urgent."

Equally well resolved and a bit subversive is the two-screen video work by the ever-

inventive Fernando Orellana. In each, a small white mannequin rotates on a disc, and

string coming from one side is gradually pulled toward it and wrapped around. The

figures are gradually smothered by the string, as well as by little toys and small objects

that are occasionally attached, as if we get what we want in life and end up tied down

because of it.

If these better works are enough to make the show truly resonate, there are others that

have less to say, and still others that don't clarify exactly what they are saying. But

above all, the show is more about discovery than mere confirmation, and there is more

questioning than bland declaration.

William Jaeger is a frequent contributor to The Times Union.
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TROY — The first thing one notices at the back of Troy's Collar Works Gallery is

the woman.

She has long, thick, flowing, red hair, pulled back by a red-and-white polka dot

bandana. Her large, blue eyes are set in a warm-toned face, glancing back toward her

mane of hair that is adorned with gold coins etched with the Star of David, the crucifix,

the Islamic crescent moon and star, and a peace sign. Behind the woman, in the

distance, a few luxurious, golden-roofed buildings sit atop a hill. At the bottom of the

hill, tents — refugee camps.

https://www.timesunion.com/local/article/Troy-art-gallery-features-new-installation-on-12848509.php

Troy art gallery features new installation on
immigration
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Collar Works Gallery in Troy has a new exhibit titled "Article 13," after Article 13 of the United Nations

Universal Declaration of Human Rights, which states “everyone has the right to freedom of movement

... more
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Painted by Syrian artist Nada Odeh, "I Am Syria" is the opening piece in Collar Works'

new art exhibit "Article 13." The exhibit is named after Article 13 of the United Nations

Universal Declaration of Human Rights, which states "everyone has the right to

freedom of movement and residence within the borders of each State," and "the right to

leave any country, including his own, and to return to his country."

"You realize how unappreciative people are of those who have come here more

recently," said Sandra Rouse, co-curator of the installation. "We didn't want to

approach this from any legal or policy issues, although that's important — we wanted

to go directly to the individuals who can express these feelings in their heart, and art is

a universal language."

The installation, open until May 12, tells stories of movement and belonging through

pieces by six artists originally from Syria, Afghanistan, Puerto Rico and Taiwan, as well

as a Jew and an American journalist.

Another painting by Odeh depicts a mother sitting with her two children in a refugee

camp, holding a book in front of them. A crown sits atop the mother's head.

"That's how she sees the women in the refugee camps, as princesses," Rouse said.

"The abuse they have to face, and protection they want to provide their children, and

continuation of their own heritage and culture..."

Niamatullah, who left his home country of Afghanistan at the age of 16, looked at

movement and conflict through children. His collection of four drawings depicts

intense sadness, resilience, fear and grief on children's faces — which he captured with

the intricate markings of a ballpoint pen.

"Through his drawings, Niamat merges ideas and memories of children around the

world who suffer in light of war, violence, poverty and discrimination," his artist

statement says. "The children he draws... serve as symbols of the difficulties that

many children around the world face."

The exhibit is punctuated with three canvases, one of which has rice paper mounted on

it, by Yeachin Tsai, who immigrated from China 25 years ago. The canvases arePrivacy Settings
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covered with differently- shaped and -colored circles and ovals, some of which gently

touch each other, others bleeding their colors into each other.

"These paints are about gentle connections," she wrote in her artist statement.

"Community is based on sensitivity and the willingness to feel for each other."

The concept Tsai wrote in her artist statement is the goal of Article 13 installation.

"You read the stories of each of these artists, and realize the breadth of experience,"

Rouse said. "It helps you open your heart and be more empathetic."

In addition to the artwork, co-curators Rouse and Anne Liljedahl held an opening

reception with the artists and a night of poetry and film featuring Syrian artists. The

last event of their installation is a forum featuring experts on immigration from 2 to 4

p.m. Sunday.

© 2018 Hearst Communications, Inc.
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You might recall Amrose & Sable. Located on Hudson Street in Albany's Center

Square neighborhood, the quaint gallery became a mainstay of the resurgent

visual culture scene in the mid-2000s when Albany Underground Artists was at full tilt

and First Friday was launched.

Aside from keen exhibitions of regional artists — both established and emerging — the

communal dinners and film nights instilled a salon-like atmosphere where people met

and mingled amid the art, forming a vibrant community around the creative process.

But its short stint as small hub for culture ended when it closed in 2009.

https://www.timesunion.com/tuplus-features/article/Troy-s-Collar-Works-aims-to-engage-with-community-
10834501.php

Troy's Collar Works aims to engage with community
Leader Dubbin says goal is to ''commingle'' art, life
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Elizabeth Dubben Executive Director of Collar Works at the gallery on Thursday Dec. 29, 2016 in Troy, N.Y.

(Michael P. Farrell/Times Union)
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Elizabeth Dubben, the for-profit gallery's founder and proprietor, then chose a different

direction, earning an MBA at the College of Saint Rose focusing on nonprofit

management and becoming exhibition and development coordinator at Saratoga Arts.

Last March, she became the first executive director of Collar Works, a fledgling

nonprofit community arts organization in Troy.

Although Collar Works has been around as a roaming arts collective for several years, it

recently incorporated as a 501(c)3 organization. Located at the newly opened Hudson

Arthaus housing development on upper River Street, Collar Works' programming is

already showing Dubben's influences, with touches from the Amrose & Sable days. We

sat down and talked with Dubben about upcoming plans.

Q: First of all, what attracted you about the position at such a fledgling organization

and were you aware of its history?

A: Ever since I experienced Collar Works' first pop-up exhibition of emerging artists in a

storefront on River Street in 2009, I was immediately hooked. The synergy between

myself and the culture of the organization; the ambition, vision and enthusiasm of its

board of directors; the provocative nature of programming; the incredible potential for

growth; and the strong creative community of Troy — were some of the biggest

attractors for me.

Q: Through its mission and vision, what are the unique qualities about Collar Works

that distinguishes it from other similar organizations?

A: When I think back over the past seven years, some of the freshest, most invigorating

contemporary art exhibited in the Capital Region has been at Collar Works. Collar

Works provides a unique platform for emerging artists and curators to exhibit spirited,

challenging and culturally relevant works — fueling interesting dialogue and pushing

boundaries. The opportunities artists and curators have to take more risks, and explore

ideas in unconventional ways, in a newly renovated 4,000 square foot industrial arts

space unlike any other in the area, is a distinguishing characteristic.
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Q: You've been there almost a year, what are some of the initiatives you've developed

and what can we expect to see in terms of programming and projects during the

coming year or so?

A: Collar Works was founded in 2009 as an artist collective, but more recently became

an official 501(c)3 nonprofit organization. That being said, much of my energy these

past eight months have gone into strengthening our operations as a nonprofit, starting

a strategic planning process, growing relationships and partnerships in the community,

ramping up visibility and programming, and beginning to build and diversify our

contributed revenue in support of programs that directly benefit artists and the

community. It is an exciting time to be a part of Collar Works.

One initiative I've helped launch this year and am very excited about is our Collard

Greens Dinner + Dialogue Series, which brings the community together with artists to

share a meal and conversation around topics in the arts. Some others include our open

calls for artists, and our partnership with the Bloomberg Philanthropies Public Art

Challenge winner, "Breathing Lights," to develop and host a conversation on public art

and social practice with national experts from the Public Art Fund, Philadelphia Mural

Arts and Americans for the Arts, with the aim to help spark ideas for what is possible

for public art in the Capital Region. Collar Works has always operated similar to a

laboratory, and we are excited to launch a new initiative called "The LAB" a mini-

incubator space for emerging curators to explore and present unique projects and

concepts.

Q: How does being located in Hudson Arthaus impact the community aspect of the

Collar Works? What is the relationship between the two separate entities?

A: The Hudson Arthaus motto is "Shelter for the body, Art for the soul," and this

resonates strongly with Collar Works, because we want art and life to commingle in

interesting, meaningful ways. We have a unique relationship with Hudson Arthaus.

They have partnered with us to provide gallery space, and we work with them to

develop arts opportunities for residents who identify as creative, many of whom are

emerging, underrepresented artists that need a maker-space, or have a desire to
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experience the arts and be a part of a creative community. It's a great fit and true to our

mission.

Q: Where do you think Troy is in terms of culture, particularly visual, and how do you

see Collar Works engaging on that level?

A: Troy has been well on its way to positioning itself as the epicenter for cutting-edge,

contemporary art and culture in the Capital Region for quite a few years now. With

hundreds of artists living and working in the city, along with thousands spending time

creating, exhibiting and performing throughout the year, together with our strong arts

organizations, and creative businesses, I feel Troy will continue to strengthen and

thrive while becoming the leading destination for art and culture in the region.

I see Collar Works being an important venue in that effort, especially through our

involvement with the Troy Cultural Alliance and its member organizations. Troy has

always had an intrinsic creative culture, full of innovation and entrepreneurship, Collar

Works is excited to become a permanent part of what fuels and keeps it moving

forward.

Tim Kane is a frequent contributor to The Times Union.
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